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Bulk lfofe U.S. Posfag.e Paid 
Final new proposal for planned 
apartment complex unveiled · 
By Glen Sabalewski 
The UNH Trustees Will 
vote on the latest pr~posal for a 
new apartment complex put 
togeth,er by Sasaki and Associ-
ates in their meettng on De-
cember 7th. 
The last proposal was 
denied for a variety ofreasons. 
... . According to Trustee . 
Steve McAulliffe, the proposal 
exceeded the $18 million cost 
limit set by the Trustees. It fell 
short of the 600 beds desired 
by the trustees'; and met strong 
disapproval from the · student 
body. 
Student Body Presi-
dent Chris Stemdale said, the 
latest proposal calls for 584 
beds, up from the 550 of the -
last proposal. The number of 
six-person apartments has 
incre.ased from 62 to 84, and 
· the number of four-person 
apartments form 15 to 25, and ments would have three double 
thenumberof5-personapart- _ bedrooms, akitche:n, and two_, 
ments remained minimal. : comp-artmentalize·d bath-
(four). rooms. . Sternda-le said this 
This propoi:fal will proposal is "worse than the 
most likely meet student op-'. last one because th~ number 
position as well. of six-person apartments has 
. "We were prettymtich increased and it was one of 
unanimous . in Ol!r disap- · our major concerns that it be 
proval, M said Stern dale of thev ' -. reduced-. 't > ' ; '. ' 
meeting of the student e:xecu- I Sterndale said he ex- ; 
tive board Wednesday night. pected to speak with McAul-, 
Action will be determined in 'liffeandVictorAzziofCampµs · 
the Student Senate meeting Planning before the Trustees 
on Sunday, said Stemq.ale. vote on the prQposal. fyfcA~- , 
"We certainlyneed the liffe confirmed he intends to 
housing but under current talk With Stemdale~ as well. 
design the package presented "It is a Trustee deci-
to students is unattractive sion thoughandnotastudent 
because of the loc~tion, cost or even administrative deci-
andarrang~mentsoftheapart- sion," ·McAulliffe said. "'The . 
ments," Stemdale said. consensus of all constituen-
In the current pro- cies is bestbutweare commit.:. 
. posal the six-person apart,. ted to addi~g student housing 
.and we Will · do that." 
· Admiral William Crowe Jr. s-elected· 
· as winter qommencement speaker 
By Annmarie Timmins 
Retired Chairman of 
-4 the J o,int Chiefs of Staff Admt~ 'l 
. ral William CroweJt. has Me~ 





si1:>ti.ng of a representative from 
the President's office, two fac-
ulty members and two stu-
dent senate members, was re-
sponsible for making a .com-
bined choice for the keynote 
speaker. 
However,• Steve Rod-
erick, one of the student sen-
ate members on the commit-
tee, feels as · though the 
. President's-office acted alone 
on the decision; He said "as · 
far as 'I know there " was no 
student input," , . _ . , . : . 
, Roderick said t;hht in -
-:response to a student -push · 
· formoreinputintothi~~hoice .:· 
of keynote speaker durlng th!! . 
87-88 school year, the stu-
dent senate began solicitiq.g 
. names from the student µody 
through a questionnaire ih the . 
New Hamp~hire. 
Roderick said tliqt the· 
student senate received 35 
names this year and submit-
ted them to the Presid¢nt's 
office who "looks at the ' list 
and works from it." 
William Crowe Jr., 
was among the 35 on that list. 
. Roderick first heard 
· tlie names at the only com-
mencement committee meet-
ing held this semester ·tn 
A small fire caused in Willlamson_Wednesday night ala,rmLed 
under control by UNH firemen. (Don Carlson, photo). 
whic~ Pan;,: !?t~Ja;stp,),ajq :this_ 
is otir' ,speaker:~ '-. -.,··'-':."'~;; -
\' ·,( ,1 ' . ' 
Dibia~io' is both the · 
executive .-as$-ist.a.nt to the. 
Presidei:it and{tµe , President's 
office r~presentative to the · 
coI11U1encement committee . 
,Roderick does not 
know, how' Crowe's n~e was . 
chosen~-Qibiasiowas una~ail-
able for comment. 
The Special Events 
o~ce, in charge of commence-
ment events also does not 
know how Crowe was chosen. 
Conq.ie Ellis, fronithe 
Special Events ·office did say, 
however, "I know there . are· 
always faculty involved and I 
know . there are always stu-
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· .GigantiC greenhouse garners gllrga.Dtti&.11 ;glorieS ·.· 
By Ellen Hanis · personal ·gift. 
Let me introduce you to 'ValerieColprit;whoman-
Samantha, Sonia, Jack Frost .··ages Elliott ~ong with her· 
and Excitement. No, they're husband . Rtcl:iard, said that 
not going to talk back and it's the rose:bu~iness isn't liinited 
not becaus,e they're shy. to the "fresh-cut" business, 
They're.roses. . but ~so includes the produ~-
The Elliott Rose Company tion of potpourri. 
_of Madbuiy, Inc. produces · A specialized wooden 
these varieties of.roses as well ''. "diying · roo_m," measuring 
as others ln their record .hold- about 12 feet by five feet by 
mg greenhouse enterprise lo- five feet deep, contains wooden 
catedonRoute 155inMadbwy. racks that holds roses etn 
The establishment is bundles of 25 over a heater, 
known to ~ttract glances from drying them. T1:ie :proc;ess 
passing motoris~ because of takes four days, -_ said Valerie. 
the length of the houses. The aroma of roses per-
., · , The 'lobgest of tpe four meates the "drying room" as 
houses is· l 340 feet long by 60 Valerie · opens the. doors and 
feet widt, making it the longest pulls several buds out to feel 
gree,nhouse fh . the United - for d:ryness. F . 
States. ~t hou~es 55,000 "The lavender roses smell 
pl~ts. . the best," said Valerie, pulling 
· "It's de(Initely .the longest a light purple bud ·from the 
_in the U.S.," said owner Rich- drying rack. "But the pink · 
. ard Colp:rit. "But tp.ere are ones are the most poptdarfor 
.. offie~ ihat ·~at ours in total Just a teeny lneeny weeny tiny portion of one of four ,abaolute!y humong~nlS greenhouses , potpourri;,~_sl)e;said . .. '/ ,'!f'') . li 
area. . . · '· 'Anewdryingroomis'being 
. , John Gosta., who manages in Madbury· (Mike Parnham, _photo). constructed . because . the de-
. the rose maintenance ope· ra- av;elloiW.bu' dfirsomthe~..i.:.e,, m· esh I d t d d b mand for potpourri h. asbe_-en 
J .. wu• rose~ per year. n Ofi er o o Weuse tocutth~m yhand:," 
tlons in greenhouse number alongs.ide the plants that holds ·so, Elliott Rose uses 20 nuliton s·aid . Traniello, showing , a .. high for Elliott . . "We can diy 
· one, explained the differences them straight. . gallons of water, 15 tons of wooden slate with inch mark- 2000 bunches of roses at a 
between the many rose varie- . The company, which em- . fertilizer,' 80 tops of liquid car- ings used in the pastto meas- . time in one room, and we just 
ties grown at Elliott. · P.loys 35-40, is a family corpo- · hon dioxide, 943,000 kilowatt ure each rose f<;>r cutting. "But keep sending mote out, "1said 
"Samantbaisabigseller," ration owned by the Colprit electric power and light~. the grater does the work for - Valerie. "It's booming; ·u·s 
Costa said,. pointing to a large, ~ family who purchased ,it from ' among other things in a .one "US." tremendous," she Said. ' ' 
thickstemineg:redtose,.oµeof W.H; ElliottandSonsin 1977., 'yeru-period. ' Tranielio demonstrated The greenhous.es are 
thousands in beds stretching - William H. Elliott started The roses are cut and pre- how each rose is put into a heated by. oil in two . huge 
as far as the eye-can see. '.· the business in 1901 when he p~ed,fqr~e~t,Ji tb~help,ofa . trough and,_ sent through a '.! Cleaver Brooks boilers, ·but 
. "TheJtoyaltyR~dl~ sligqtiy _ ln<~C?,9?~r~te~t _Madbtiry\ Rose: lirge -~ rtiachirie'" called "lfie /' ;,: ditieF,' th~ri sortechiccrirding J' 'lthey 'Can also·' Jbe' heilted' ·by 
different thall Samafftha," said · . Farms , Inc and built the first '.'g· rater/ , ... _ _ _ .._·· , :_ i .. ,,t. _ · .. · :. _,, -~ to _length. _ . _ - -:- t Joal' or a corribi,natioif o:t: the 
:i;costa~ ~frs:gofa ·skfrin:rstem:-:,. greehhdu~to growAmericah -. ClaireTraniellohaswo:rked . " Inresponsetoaquestion two'; said Richard . . 
and doesn't hold up as well." . Beauty . Roses. The ' original •. fc>r ·Elliott fqr 11 years and about who QUYS a ' 27 inch "Utakes 250 gallons of oil 
Othervarteties includ~ the · ,house is 835 feet long by 55 witnessed the techn~logi~al rose, Traniello said, "they're per hour to keep everything 
, peach colored Sonia rQse .and .. feet . wide and holds 33,000 transformation to machine cut used in large flower arrange- going," said Richard. He.said 
the · delkate pearl Jack· F,rost;, , plants. flowers. ments arid bouquets." She that in the winter, up to 15 
variety. , , The company produces an "Roses are cut anywhere said that not many people tons of coal is burned per day 
"Oh, and this is the· Excite- a~~erag~ of flue to six· mil.lion fr . in. · in h t 27 · h b h 1 v• .v om n e c es o me es. UY\_suc · a ong rose as a 
-ment,"saidCosta, pullin~back 1•· · ROSES. PAGF;, 15 
: : ;-)N~~~jo chairman 
pleads not guilty 
Phoenix (AP)·_ Peter MacDonald, suspended · 
chairman of the Navajo tribe, pleaded not gUilty to 
conuption charges Wedenesday in tribal coµrt. 
' The -60~year-old l~ader of the nation's biggest 
· · •'. Indian tril;>e :was ch~ged Oct. I I by special prose-
cutors ,hired by the tribe with _ 107 offenses, in-
~luding conspiracy, bribery, fraud, extortion and 
election-law violations. MacDonald, suspended 
1,· 
II 
· by the Navajo Tribal Council three months ago, 
also is the target of a federal grandjuiy inv~stiga-
tion and a defendant in a 'multimillion-dollar 
lawsuit flied by· the 225,000-:r:nember tribe. · 
-, Shell oil to, pay · 
for ·california spill 
Martinez, Calif. (AP) - Shell Oil has agreed to pay 
$19. 75 million in penalties and compensation for 
a 1988 spill ~f more than 400,000 gallons of crude 
oil that fouled a scenic wateiway riear San Fran-
cisco, Mayor Mike Menes-ini said Wedenesday. 
The mayor said Tuesday that the agreement is the 
largest oil spill settlement in California histo:ry. 
The spill fouled a i5-mile stretch of the Carquinez 
Strait shore-line and a marsh next to Shell's refm- .. 
1 
e:ry. It killed at lea§.t 300 birds _and animals. 
NEW$ 
LA bom.b. alert. 
was false alarm. 
L<>s Angeles (AP) · - Bomb squad officers at the Los 
Ange'les International Airport Wedenesday blew up a 
Colombia-bound suitcase thought to contain explo-
sives, only to 9-iscover the bag contained a video game, 
police said. "Itwasn'tanexplosivedevice. ItwasaNin-: 
tendo game," said Lt. Helen Kidder. X-rays at . the 
atrport ·detected what appeared to be sticks of dyna-
mite,. wiring, and _a clock inside the suitcase, which 
was to hav~ been loaded onto an Avianc~ Airlines jet 
bound for Colombia, pblice said. 
Kem.p gives· up 
BRIEFS 
Billie Sol Estes · 
indicted in Texas 
Brady, Texas (AP) - Billie Sol Estes, a confidant 
of President B. Lyndon Johnson and who was 
convicted in a multimillion-dollar fertilizer swindle 
in the l960's, has been indicted with five other 
people on charges of st~aling trade secrets. Estes, 
64, was freed on $10,000 bail Tuesday with three 
other defendants. The six were charged in an 
indictment unsealed Tuesd,ay with engaging in 
organized criminal activity. They were accused of 
plotting to steal and duplicate trade secrets 
owned byLoadcraft, amanufac'turerofcontainer 
cargo trailers. · · 
N .Y. residency AIDS'. blood sale 
Albany, N.Y. (AP) - The Housing and Urban_ Develop- b . gs '. t. 
mentsecreta:ry,JackKemp,hasgivenuphisNewYork . r1n C~DVI(! 1uon 
residency, ending any chance he will run for governor Charleston, S.C. (AP) - Aman infected with the 
next year, a spokesperson said. Kemp notified-the Erie AIDS virus has been convicted of knowingly 
Board of Electimrs on Monday that he was withdraw- selling tainted blood and sentenced to s'ix years 
ing his voting registration there, said Robert Nipp, a in prison. Assistant Solicitor Francis J. ·comely 
HUD spokesman in Washington. "He intends to reg- · _saidthetrialoftheman,HankR. Mosely, was the 
ister in Morttgome:ry County, Ma:ryland," Nipp said. - first clear test of a 1988 law making it a felony to 
knowingly sell, donate ·or exchange blood or body . 
fluids infected with the virus without informing 
others.; 
f I 
. . : .' ,1,_· 
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Ciirre:Of: t1nancia1 state >or :uNH 
By Sarah Merrigan 
The current financial situ-
ation, and the state of the Uni- nue in New Hampshire is be- , in policy as well as planning for 
versity system were two of the hind by 1 O percent. the future. 
subjects addressed at the last President Haaland told the The receiit reqrganizatlon 
Academic Senate meeting of senate thatin light of this fact, . of the System's office was a key 
the semester this past Mon- an in-State tuition increase point discussed by Van Um-
d would pro
bably be recom-ay. . mersen. 
Both President Gordon _mended by the governor. She expressed the need to 
HaalandandChancellorClaire 'IftbishappenS,Haalandprom'- looktothefutureoftheUniver-
. Van Ummersen addressed the ised that the University "will be sity, and -stressed the impor-
Senate. : very aggressive about counsel- tance of "keeping the value of 
President Haaland spoke ing and support for people who out institution to individuals 
of-last September's cutbacks need financial aid." and to the state in people's 
. with.in state agencies, and the . The decision of the gover- minds." . 
~-· ,,::,n;;;; resulting suggestion to raise norand legislature~pro1?a- . Van Ummersen _com-
:·n::~:,9n -------1n--s-tate-tuitiQ..QJ!.~ameasureto :- ,~l~ .n~t be ~own until Janu- -, mentedontherecentchangeof 
alleviate these cutbadcs:-"--· ------~IY- -~r- ~~bruaiy. However, foctis of the Board of Trustees 
\ Vlhf · Haaland stated ·that the Haaland sai9, .. ·"'fheFe-was_.r~.a- -- ~~ _well as the Systems Office. 
Universitybudget, whichis55-· · so~able_ possibility_ ~e·n :-(the The.Oniversity noww_oµld like 
60 percent tuition driven, is Umversity) be receivmg fewer long range financial planning, 
~currently on target with re- dol~ars .. than appi:-ppriated laSt as well as enrollment manage-
.. gard to tuition." spnng. ment for the future. 
H9~ever, Haaland said . FollowingHaaland'sfinan- Presently, theUniversityis 
that he has had "no further cial reportS, Ch~cellor Va:r:i, ve-ry near its m~tmi ·enroll-
word on what the state might Ummersen s~ke _at?out the mtnt. and plans m1.1st be made 
actually do" to reduce state state of the Umversity System. to deal with the need for more 
JeffOnore,MUB director of St1lldcmt . leaving 
the university after this semester. (Mike Parnham, photo). 
support. A tuition increase is _Van Ummersen reported facilities and space. 
one of several options the state ' to tbe Senate the I,"ecent efforts One of the ways the Uni-
is ·considering'. of the Board of_ T~steeS, as versity Systein plans to bring 
Director of Student currently: the, state.Reve- . we~l as others within the Sys- , · · · · - , · tern; to make needed changes SENATE, PAGES 
S~rvices resigns 
By Neal McCIP'thy . · 
The front office of the positionfornearlysevenyears. 
) 3t_udent Memo_rial Union_ AccordingtoOnore,hisrespon-
,• Building will ur)9ergo change sibiHties as director will con-
' "'.·m~er tl:i@· semester brnak,~~Jan c'}qd~ oq the . fifth . of p'anua-ry 
tnter:ipj _~flS_ pe.e_n ,se:;lect~d to 1990. · , , , 
succeed Jeff Onore, the MUB . "I leave with Q6tlii~g but · 
II ~00010 
~--~-,: -~-111,~llill .• ~iiliiM■ .~JI .. · . lttClt1,I~1· .. . ' · ·. < Director of Student Services. fond and warm regards for the · Onore submitted his ·res- students anq institution," · igna,tion on Wednesday to J. Onore said. 
Gregg Sanborn, Dean of Stu-
dent Affairs; after holding the O'NOR~. PAGE 8 
SAFCfaults Hillefs 
improper financial · 
management of 
Holocaust program 
By Kristen Waelde 
The Student Activity Fee 
Council (SAFC) recently voted 
to fail the Post Programming 
Report (PPR) of "A Night of 
Remembrance," a Hillel 
program featuring Holocaust 
survivor Sonia Weitz, causing 
controversy between the two 
factions. 
Hiilel is the UNH Jewish 
student organization. 
SAFC based its · decision 
on Hillel's improper financial 
management of the event. 
According to SAFC Chairman 
Jon Garthwaite, Hillel did not 
adhere to the stipulation· of a 
$1 fee imposed on' all non-
students admitted to the 
program. 
President of Hillel, Lee . · 
Rosenfield, said he "does not 
deny the fact that he made an 
error," but questions SAFC's 
decision to fail the PPR because 
of the event's "whopping 
success. 
According to Garthwaite, 
the SAFC funding process is 
as follows. When an 
independent student 
organization would like to host 
an event, it goes to the 
Programming Fund 
Organization . (PFO) and a 
proposal is devised to be 
-presented to SAFC . for 
approval. -
"The PFO is a liaison 
between the student 
organization and SAFC," said 
Garthwaite. "It is·responsible 
for communicating to .SAFC 
· on the organizations' 
programs." 
SAFC reviews the 
proposal, sometimes altering 
it to insure that the funding is 
in the best interest of all, and 
then votes on it. If the proposal -
passes, SAFC funds the event. 
After the event, SAFC reviews 
a PPR. which is a report 
concerning how well the 
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·Ukraine m.iners 
defy strike ban 
Moscow (Reuters) - Thousands of !Ilffiers 
· in tbe Ulmµne defied ari official ban and staged 
warning strikes Wedenesday in the Soviet Union's 
largest coal field. Unrest also appeared in the 
µiajor Ukranian coal center of Donetsk; miners 
·stopped work for two hours to demand improved 
pensions and vacations, a stikers' reprentitive 
·said by telephone. 
Salvador rebels 
~ttack army un~_t 
-.San Salvad9r ... El -Salvador (APL,~- Leftist .. 
, " . rebels fired two antitank weapons\ V'edenesday at 
5 · Latin leaders to -
confer at sea 
· Eaithq~ake hits·· 
near. Japan co~st 
Quito, Ecuador (AP) - The presidents of five , ; -Tokyo (AP) - A major earthquakerocked 
, Latin American countries will meet on a ship bound ·_ northea~tem Japan early today and-more th~ 
for the Galapagos Islands in December t~ discuss 6,000 coastal residents were : evacuated . a:s_ -a 
ways to improve economic integration in the Andean precaution agains_t tidal waves~ officials reported . . 
region, a Foreign Ministry spokesman said Wedenes- No casualties ,or major da.II1age . were repott;,ed, 
day. The spok.esmarisaid the presidentswould meet , and the evacqatlon order ww, lifted after s· if2 
. on a ship departing from the Ecuadoran Pacific port hours as the danger of a tsunami subsided . . The 
of Guayaquil Dec. 16 and arriving a day later at the quake was centered 18 miles off Japan's main 
Galapagos Islands, located about 625 miles from the Honshu Island with a ~agnitude estimated here 
South American coast. at 7 .1 oh the Richter scale. 
~'?~-~gl:an:· to ·- get~-~-;,· 
· UN refugee post 
··• ·•:"ii-0:fy. ·· ittaIS urged in 
··soviet Union 
,fu.e headquarters of the 1st.Army Brigade, killing . United Nations - Thorvald Stoltenberg, a for-
. c:me civilian and wounding another in the latest in . mer Norwegian foreign minister, will be Qominated to 
an escalating cycle of violence. The attack came head the scandal:..plagued UN High Commission for 
one day after the bombing (?fa labor federation's Refugees, a UN spokesperson said Wedenesday. The 
peadquarters in which IO persons were killed and former hlgh commissionei;, Jean-Pierre Hocke, re-
29 wounc;led. Guerrillas apoard a pickup truck --signed Oct. 26 -over charges he misused a special 
stopped two b locks from the entrance of the army education fund for refugees in order to upgrade his air 
headquarters in the city's northern sector , wit- travel to first class. 
Moscow :.. $.ome Soviet lawmakers, debat-:-
ing reform of the couritiy's judicial system, called 
Wedenesday for the- lnsitution of jmy trials in 
criminal cases. When Yevg·eny Smolentsev, 
. chairman of the Soviet Union's-Supreme Court, _· 
presented draft legislation on new judidal proce-
. dures to the national legislature, a n:umber .of. 
. deputies demanded that it include the right .to 
ri:esses and soldiers said. The rebels fired two · trial by jiu:y. The deputies argued that the 
legislation's pron:iise of stregnthened protections 
1, ' 
antitank weaJX>~s, both of which struck a car. 
of an indiidual's civil rights requites _gu_arantees 1 ' 
that only a juiy trial can provide. · 
The ]Jew ·Hampshire Dfie·cfii'> 
some , new blood. If . you 
·the stamina, · 
downtotheMUQ, ,room 151, 
and fill · out an application 
for positions such as News 
Brief Editor and Productlon 
ssistants. Ask for BOB. 
862-1490. 
. ·• . . ~ . ~ ' - . 
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Michael Guilbault, arguing for the benefits oflegalizing marijuana, politely waits for : ~- Dan 
Prat .. s to express his disagreement at last night's debate in the MUB (Mike Parnham, photo). 
Legalization of marij,uana 
. ~ 
topic of lively debate in. MUB 
Decriminalization could mean reduced use oj pot' 
By John Doherty 
Will the de;criminalization learning and can caus~,-sud- . thousands of years, always · 
of m~Juarta.spell·the.de~t,rµc-.. _. de~ oµtbursts ~f ipit~b~ty." . .:• associated with the contem-
tlon of Afuerican society ;;ts we· ,,. "Decriminalization would plafd't;" thla'·Gutlbault ~wJ:iiJ.~ ,. · 
know it, or will it mark the end allow for new jobs, more-m~ney Pratts spoke of pot as a -"gate- . 
of the nation's drug problem?' for drug education and would way drug," a "stepping stone" 
_Arguments for both sides eliminate the threat of mart- . to crack and cocaine. , 
of this question were heard Juana being laced with other "With more money where it 
last night in the .Hillsboro- · harmful chemicals," sajd Guil- is needed the drug problem will 
Sullivan room. · bault. be under control," said Brody. 
'."fhe illegalization of marl- Pratts pointed to the 1987 "Drugs are always going to 
juana was the result ofmisin- Amtrak train wreck-where a be here; .. the government has 
terpretation of its effects by conductor was high on pot- no control right now," said 
legislatures fearing for their which killed 16 people\, as an Ooodman. · 
jobs, and the · pµblishing of example of innocent. qitizens The formal debate was fol-
. sensationalistic stories by being harmed by pot. lowed by questions from the 
Calendar 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1 
ART EXHIBITION - "By Good Hands: New Hampshire Folk 
Art." Art Galleries, Paul Arts. Hours: M-W I 0a-4p~ Th I 0a-Sp, 
Sa & Su I -Sp, Closed Fri & holid_ays. Thru Dec. I 0. 
CHRISTMAS CRAFfS FAIR - Granite State Room, MUB, 10 
a.m. to 8 p.m. All items are hand-crafted.· 
CHILDREN'S 1HEA1ER -·ihe Phantom Tollh<Joth," a children's 
event based on book by Norton Juster. Johnson Theater, 10 
a.m. and 7 p.m.-
. . . . ·'.. 
ISRAELI CULTURE NIGHT - Join us for a brief totir to the 
· Israeli culture; folklore, dancing, music, and food. Smith Hall 
International Center, .7 p.m., free. · '-. · 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena, . 7 
p.m. 
HOLIDAY SEMI-FORMAL - Dance is open to res-idents of 
McLaughlin, Lord, Smith, & Jessie Doe Halls. MUB Pub,. 8 
p.m. to midnight, $6 per person. plus a canned good. Tickets 
available from Hall Council Presidents. -
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2 
MUSIC DEPT. AUDITIONS - For appointment, call 862-2404, 
M-F, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK - Alumni Open. Field House, 
noon. 
,,,. 
·woMEN'S ICE ttodKEY i v$,'o~;bwn. Snively~ena, 2 p.m~ 
HOLIDAY GIFr SPREE - Win trips to Boston hotels, dinners 
for two, ski weekends! Entertainment, Hors d'oeuvres in a 
Christmas atmosphere. MUB Pub, 6 to 8 p.m., faculty/staff/ 
students $2, general $_3. · 
. MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Lowell. Snively J\rena, 7 p.m. -
CHRISTMAS CONCERT - The New Hampshire Notables. 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m. ~ / newspapers, depicting pot as Spain was cited as one audience, numbering about a 
'killer weed'," said Mike Guil- · countrywhere the decriminali- dozen. Spectators wondered if 
batilt who argued for the de- .zatlon of pot has proved sue;:- decriminalizatlonwouldn'tgive 
Cnm. 1·nal•"'"'ti·o·n· ofpo--t. cessful. . U.S. farmers a booSland com- ST GEORGECH
AMBERPLAYERSCONCERT Th St G 
u.a · 
• . • · · :.:. . ·e . eorge 
"The legalization of pot "The Spanish have seen a pared the drug problem fo 
that Chamber Players are presenting a concert in benefit .for the 
Seemsseduc4-~,elysun· ple,"sru'd "'educed useofmaniiu_anasince of alcohol. · reno"' ti f P rtl 
d' Stat Str t Ch h . Th St G 
uv .. :1 va on o o an s e ee urc ._ e . eorge 
Dan Pratts, debating against they legalized," said Goodman. The debate society will hold · Cham~r Players consist of 2 bassoons and piano. T
he 
the decriminalization · of pot. In general, the two sides another debate Mo
nday in ba~soonist~ are Ardith Freeman of the Portland Symphony 
"But in fact, it would bring on took extremely polar views on Hamilton-Smi
th room 125 at and recording artis.f Otto Eifert. · State Street's Minister of 
a host' of new problems." the subject, scarcely overlap- 7:oo p.m. The topic will be Music, David Maxwell," plays piano and harpsichord in the 
Guilbault, aided by Jun- ping on any points. whether t
he direct physical ensemble. December 2, 8:00 p.m., 159 State St., Portland, 
ior Marty Goodman, argued "Marijuana is the mellow obs tmction of environmentally Maine. Admissions $IO; Seniors and Students $6. For more
 
that proponents of-outlawing drug of the philosopher, , the destructive acts are ju
5tifled. ir;iformation call 207-839-5922. 
of . marijuana propagated ithiimi· ikiieirii"j.i' !iitis•uiiisiie!llld•aiitiiieiiiis.-ibia!ic•k•·-.~•--.~~~~~~~~~I 
myths about the drugs·. effects DOCUM~NTARY - "Hoy Terror," as oc · g ocumenta.Iy on 
and that the decriminalization the New Religious Right, inteiviews With Jesse Helms, Pat 
of pot would allow the U.S. :Robertson & others, shows bombing of abortion clinics. Room 
government to oversee the dis- 4, Horton, 7:30 p.m. 
fribution of pot arid reap the 
profits of its sale that would 
otherwise go to organized TUESDAY, DECEMBER 5 
crime. 
Dan Pratts and Curt Brody 
rested their argument on the 
social and health problems · 
marijuana .causes. Legalizing 
pot, according to Pratts and 
Brody, would only make a 
dangerous and destructive 
drug more readij.y available to 
Americans, especially children. 
"Marijuana has been 
linked to Anti-Motivational 
Syndrome in children," said 
Pratts. "It also causes low 
worker productivity, disrupts 
BWOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m. 
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES - "Jewish Fundamentalism in 
Israel," Ia.ii S. Lustick, Professor of Government. Dartmouth 
College. Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
SPANISH FILM - "Friada." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 
8 p.m., $1. 
FLUTE FRENZ¥ - Art Galleries, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3 
MUSO FILM - "Mary Poppins." Strafford Room, MUB, . 7 and 
9:30 p.m. 
JAZZBAND-DaveSeiler, directing, and VocalJazzEnsemble. 
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 4 
LIBRARY EXHIBIT - -"Guests of the Shelter," a series of 
portraits of homeless people. Dimond Library. 
BLOOD DRIVE - "It's Beginning to Look Like .Christmas." 
Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 P·n:1· 
SPANISH FILM - "Friada," Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 4 
p.m. 
i:· ,:~J? :,. .. :_,,9·,J ~...:r,,., _. -·.:~r.?<~1 .. -..;'-~•.··.,.:.?,'f: .. :,· ·A .. ,.,.:· .-F,I~--·· .... '!'!:;.:.:, ::~--_; .. _17•_·~.> -. ~:-:, :~.1?t:~:; .... ·~ . ~-- >..;·~-./ •. -.... \ -0-~~1._· .. .;~,--·.,· .) 
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On The Spot 
What is the meanest thing you have ever done? 
"I don't know, but in sixth grade a 
girl kicked me in the stomach with 
her clogs on and I fell in the pool 
with all my clothes on. Or maybe 
I was wearing the clogs." 
"l pulled a towel out from under . 
my little sister when I was six and 
she got stiches in her chin. It was 
awful. I didn't even feel bad." 
"In high school I went away for 
the weekend and c~e back with 
a hickey. • When my boyfriend 
noticed two ·oJghts later, 1- ·told 
him he did it," 
Sarah Hansen 
"In second grade I put a tack on" 
some girl's seat. . She was the . 
biggest tattle tale in class and :; 
someone had to ftx her." ' 
Jena Delprete 





· ·English "'~ •i 
· VJuni<>r 
Peter Strangas 
t:. , Bt!s:iness Administration· 
Junior• 
For a future offering excellent professional and financial pot~ntial, 
the smart choice is ADP. If you're graduating soon with a 
Bachelor's degree, you can get started with _the #1 independent 
computing services company in the ~-~~.Id d p.;..,, 
sales~ aJJJ ... 
p,,ogr, This structured development 
program gives you the training and product 
knowledge necessary to become an intelligent and confident sales pro-
fessional. You'll learn aboutlead development, support and post-
sales functions. What's more, you'll be part of a: respected corpora-
tion that's achieved record revenues and earnings for the 40th 
consecutive year. Made the monthly New York Stock Exchange' 
· "Top 50" list for more than 180 months. And is ranked #15 in 
market value on Fortune SOO's list of service companies. 
To learn more about this valuable training program, please 
call Lisa Guder at (617) 890-2500 (ext. 5142) for more 
information . . 
Automatic Data Processing, Inc., 225 Second Avenue, 
Waltham, MA 02254. An equal opportunity employer. 
- · ·-· ·--
II() I.TDH I 
Cltflf rs ··· f fIIH 
NEED TO GET A 
MESSAGE OUT ro 
THEUNH . 
COMMUNITY? 
wen, The New Hampshire 
is the b~st place to start! 





Durham, Nit 03824 
If yout- ~le( kc:>'->~ . 
ne:cds c:i °'"lc..Cll-\:ur~ 
CCl\t 7,9-11'~3. 10% 
clis<ool\1- .«-Jiil\ this <1.cl. 
ESSAYS& 
REPORTS 
19,278 to choose from - all subjects 
rder Catalog Today wit.h VisatMC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Cali f. '21 3)477-8226 
Or,-rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave .·#206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025 
Custom rese~rch also available- all levels 
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Edgar ·. CJtamorro, former 
Contra leader, speaks of 
Nicaraguan situation 
.ATTENTION ·ATTENTION ATTENTION, 
SEMESTER 
BREAK By Paula St. Louis 
For the first time since Reed said the U.S. cam- mocraUca Nicarqua, and 
1984, National elt::ctions will paign contribution is the- asked them to join forces with 
ENTRY LEVEL 
PAY RATE 
take place in Nicaragua on equivalent of $16 million for former Nicaraguan National · 
,February 25, 1990. each Nicaraguan citizen, Guardsmen in exile in Hon- • • • • • • • • • 
Addressing some of the "which is a lot of money for duras. This group became the CALL (603) 964-1406 
(603) 964-8997 
economic points-of the cam- , ,Nicaragua."Shesaidthatcon- ... Contrc;1.s. 
paigninthe.MUBonlastTu·es- .· · tribution is ·equal toa foreign I In the article, "A Contra 
logo 
·day night was Former Contra . · supporter sending a $1 pil- Renounces>theCause,"forthe 
Leader Edgar1 Chamorro. -It, lion campaign contribution to Winter 1986 edition of The e INTERVIEW NOW· BEGIN AFTER EXAMS 
was the second lecture in his . a candidate in .the u:s. National Reporter, Chamorro 
U.S. education campaign on "It seems to me that we're wrote, "We were well aware of · e _ GAIN VALUABLE- BUSINESS EXPERIENCE FOR RESUME 
e · BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
currenh;v:ents· in Nicaragua. . ~ompletely buying the elec- the crimes the Guardsmen 
Among the candidates, ·. tions there," safd Reed. - had committed against the 
from nine· different parties, Chamorro said that this Nicaraguan people while in 
Edgar Chamorro, former Contra leader, addressed UNH last 
Tuesday. (~ike Pamham, photo). 
were Violeta Chamorro (no re- · 
lation to Edgar Chamorro) of 
the U.S.-backed part, Nicara-
guan President Daniel Ortega. 
According· to Chamorro, 
the U.S. should not try to buy 
the upcoming elections in Nica-
. · ragua by putting millions of 
dollars behind the opposition 
candidate, Violeta Barrios de 
Chamorro. 
Congress and the CIA have 
spent $12 million overtly and 
$5 million covertly to Nicara-
gua to_supportMrs. Chamorro's 
campaign, said Flo Reed of the_ 
Committee on Central America 
(90CA). 
is pos_sible because Nicaraguan 
candidates can legally receive 
contributions from foreign 
supporters. 
_ . When asked his position 
in the upcoming election, 
Chamorro replied, '."I would 
likely vote centrist, but I am 
:p.ot going to vote this time." 
Chamorro left Nicaragua 
for Miami after the Sandinis-· 
fas came to .power in 1979. In 
Miami, he· joined with other 
Nicaraguan exiles opposed to 
. the . Sandinistan government 
and founded the Nicaraguan 
Democratic Union (U.D.N). 
In 1981, theCIAcontacted 
m~mbers of the Union De-
the service ,of President So-
moza, andwewantednothing 
do with them. However, we 
r~cognized that without the 
help from the United States 
government we had no chance 
of removing the Sandinistas 
from power ... " 
Chamorro said when the 
CIA contacted him in Miami 
in 1981 to ask him to be a 
• iNlERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE 'FO'R NEXT 
SEMESTER . -~: . 
. , 
• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE •· ' 
e ALL MAJORS MAY APPt Y 
. e DETAILS COVERED IN INTERVIEW 
r~~;~~:?:~: prn·mo·t·1o·na·i1 
tras in 1984 because he dis- ~ • ' * agreed with the.policies of the * * · 
group. He said his main work * ------,,.-"t:A""-.---~=~ ~-----. • 
now is to follow the elections ! } 
and write about them. . * * 
Mon,ica Torregrosa, a * * 
UN,!-1 Spanish professor, said. ! - ! 
leavingtheContrasafterthree * · _ __._____ L, _ ___ _. * 
years with the organization : ' " ,:, t: 
doesn·t make Chamorro a -* L..;..-..-------_;.,__,;. ___ :--~--' * 
~~ . • * 
"It's . the least' he could i ! IMPRINTED WEARABLES ! 
....._ MUGS & GLASSWARE .. . ·, ....._ 
have done, .. she said. ' • ' ~u~~~ii~~r:ii~~:s & DECALS ' • 
Advocatingrespectforthe )t. ~USINESS GIFTS & AWARDS , * 
Sandinista government in * . PREMIUM$ANDJNCENTIVES * 
* * Nicaragua, Chamorro saiq 431 7076 •
change in Nicaragua will not .. * AND MUCH, MUCH MORE... - - * 
happen by war, but by elec- ~ FAX# '431-077.6 VISIT SHOWROOM AT : 
tions, adding "Still, I ain not lf, . Since 1982 130 CONG~E?S ST. PORTSMOU'r'H, NH 03801 * 
pro-Sandinista." * * 
Chamorro said he wants * ______ OVER * 
a hands-off policy, saying the i._ ~"1Rbt . _ /Js~~~~.riiE _ ·.. :._* 
U.S. should "get · off "' "' 
Nicaragua's back." ....._ _ I VZSA9 I ffi ■ : ·_ ....._ 
Former COCA member . ; ; 
CelestePlaiasaidshewentin ! , CALL :! 
to Chamorro's presentation * L..-__,... ___ __, TODAY! '.* 
with a bias against Contra * . * 
aid, but was impressed with ............................................ !'-................. ._¥: ... ¥:.!-~ 
the former Contra. · 
"He admitted his politics 
about being in the middle ... 
. (and was not) someone who's 
throwing stones from either 
.· the left or the right," she said. 
Reed attributed the 
smaller-than-expected ·~udi-
ence size (how small?) to hav-
. ing the program two days be-' 
fore Thanksgiving,, when 
many students had already 
left campus. She said COCA 
had to schedule Chamorro for 
that night because it was the · 
only date he could definitely 
make it. 
, ·· . , MAJORINCAREER·. 
succ~ TIIROUGH 
AIR FORCE ROTC. 
Whether you're majoring 
in a highly specialized area or 
seeking a broader liberal arts educa-
tion, you can build a higher level of total 
career potential_: Join Air Force ROTC. 
· That one step distinguishes you above all others 
in your field. It shows that you're serious about culti-
vating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the 
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve 




Leadership Excellence Starts Here · 
. ' 
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I'm not too fond of 
a few things 
concerning cars 
and the people 
around and in them. 
Gail .Robertson 
· I hate being a pedestrian. Especially in Durham. 
Have you ever noticed that the people in cars won't look at 
__ pedestrians as they drive past crosswalks. If they didn't see . 
you, how could they know to stop, unless you're like my 
roommate and Just step out into traffic and hope they stop, 
they usually do, at least after they graze her hip. Or they 
only slow down and expect you to run across in front of them 
without knowing if they are actually going to stop or run you 
down. Some speed up even though you're already running 
across the street. Have you ever seen anyone get pulled over 
for not stopping at a crosswalk? Durham is the only place 
I've seen this happen. I wonder if you actually get a fine and 
it put on your record. Everyone always thinks they are going 
to know the person that is pulled over on the side of the road, 
no matter where they are. Even when travelling down a 
major highway at 6q miles per hour .you find yourself 
staring into the stopped vehicle, not recognizing it or the 
driver but thinking that maybe they're someone from· your 
high-school. Have you ever had to drive intoxicated people 
home from a party? Althoµgh they carft see clearly or 
coordinate any motor skills, they try to tell you how to drive. 
Since they already think that you're incompetent you sort 
of adapt to it by making small mistakes that create small 
screams and sighs of relief as you drop them off at their 
apartments. Is this a one-way street? Almost didn't seethat 
red light. Power steertng's out! Not tC>O much damage, it was 
only the curb. You might; a& well have ~ome fu,.n, you had1 to. 
endure 50 drunks at the party with ·a diet coke can in your 
· hand and everyone asking you why you weren't drinking, 
right? If you. torture your passengers enough, they might 
decide that next time there is a party in Dover someone else 
will be drinking the Coke. Actually it was kind of fun and I 
did have a paper to write that caused me to fall asleep on my 
floor at 3 that morning . . Besides l didn't have the three 
dollars for the party anyway. 
QailRobertson, Managing Editor for The New Hampshire, 
is so short that when she was in grade school, the other kids 
thought she was a milk crate. 
-
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continued from page 3 
more money in is through a 
revamping of the Continu-
ing Education Program. Spe-
cific needs have been ex-
p re sse d throughout the 
State. 
. A proposal is now 
before the Academic Senate 
~ which will reduce overlap-
ping courses offered 
throughout the state, and 
maximize the System's re-
sources. 
One other area Van 
Ummersen addressed was 
faculty salaries. She felt that 
the University missed an op-
portunity two years ago to 
increase faculty salaries. 
Van Ummersen felt 
that one possibility would be 
to "catch up while everyone 
else is making moderate in-
creases," durin~ this time of 
· tight finances. She sai,d that 
faculty salaries have been the 
number one priority this year, 
and will continue to be next 
year. , 
Van Ummersen ex-
pressed the ~elief that the 
University .. has developed a 
vision of where it would like to 
go, and wh;_t it would like to · 
be." t 
Van Ummersen.called 
this vision a good one, and 
recommended that · although 
.. We may have to move more 
slowly than anyone would have 
liked,~ we must ~hold on to that 
vision." 
0 NORE, 
_continued from page 3 
Although Onore is 
stepping down to pursue other 
, .career interests, he will remain 
in the area and will continue 
on an interim basis directly 
with Sanborn, dealing · with 
issues such as fees and budget 
of the MUB and renovations of 
the MUB's _basement. accord-
ing to Sanborn. 
· San born said that 
because of financial con -
straints of the MUB's budget, 
there is no formal search right 
now for a permanent replace-
ment. 
Barbara Paiton, .con-
ference coordinator of the 
· Housing and Conference De-
. partment, however, will sue-
. c~ed Onore as Interim Direc- . 
tor. Paiton will officiallyJake 
, over on January 8th. 
Paiton, who has • leen 
with the university for l0years, 
the last six as conference coor-
dinator, admits it will take a 
little bit of time to get the bear-
ings of the position, but views · 
it as "an exciting opportunity". 
"It will be an opportu-
nity for Barbara to get addi-
tional experience with facility 
· operations and management," 
Sanborn said, "and I'm confi-
dent she'.11 work well with the 
students and the system." 
ing the best Job in the-uni~er-
sity, but said he couldn't imag-
ine staying "forever." , 
"I feel a mixture of' 
excitement and sadness," 
Onore said. 
The excitement is be-
cause Onore is anxious to get 
started in the Human Resource 
Management Field, where he 
hopes to start his own busi-
ness. 
Some of the responsi- His only re~:ret is that 
bilities Onore will be handing he is leaving what J;i.e called a 
over to Paiton will be the over- . wonderful, caring staff, and 
sight of the 100-plus student rewarding involvement with 
organizations, 700- IO00meet- . student leaders. 
ings held in the MUB each Orone said it would be 
semester, food service, the impossible to leave the · MUB 
MUB's two-million dollar with everything completed 
budget, ar:.d the tens of thou- · because the MUB is a series of 
san9s of people who filter · opigoing entities. 
through the MUB's doors ev- _, nr. Barbara:Paiton :will be 
ery week. taking these entities into the 
Onore feels he's leav"- nineties. 
GERMANY, 
continued from page 3 
cas s are 
free, and are a sourer of cri-
tique and comment upon 
political issues. 
.- Lukens further dis-
puted the myth that East 
Germans had little verbal 
freedom, citing examples of 
the literacy circles in the 
country. In recent past, 
bookstores held open forums, 
and informal gatherings fre-
quently discussed such is-
sues as nuclear power and 
ecological issues. 
Lukens views the mass 
exodus as an event that has 
brought '-'great dismay .. .it's 
a sign of unaccountability 
and mistrust .. .it's·a sign that 
the yoti_ng people don't have 
the energy .to struggle." 
The Church has re-
cently had great power in 
East Germany. According to 
f~41:\'1"'' Pu.!s,'('? ·L•tos '3iu~ ' 
yoo Cl •u~cu Mdy irt 10 111iac,iu." 
Cat-k"fores $to a .. d u~ -
CG.ll 'i61r- 2~"13 
ll=ol.lr ""ol\o: "No pai"', rto ptai" • 
u ens, e u eran a1 
has been responsible for re-
leasing many draft resistors 
who hJwe been jailed, and has 
grari'ted travel permits . on 
certain occasions. 
Stephan Fuchs, profes-
sor of sociology, focused more 
on what the demolition of the 
Berlin wall has done to West 
Germany. 
According to Fuchs, 
200,000 people migrated to 
West Germany in a matter of 
days: a relocation to a coun-
tcywhere 2 million are unem-
. ployed and where there exists 
a huge housing crisis. 
·The migration has 
brought an influx of East G_e1:-
ma_n s who are extremely 
. skilled and willing to work for 
very low wages. This has 
caused hostility and antago- • · 
nism between West German 
social classes, with increased 
stratification in the working 
class. 
-Fuchs explained that 
stress has increased in labor 
unions as well. East Germans 
are trained to be docile, and 
not prone to strike. Many 
West German unions are 
afraid these new workers 
might undercut their power in 
negotiating wages. 
· From a global stand-
point, Fuchs said that Eng-
land and France are particu-
larly worried about Germany 
possibly becoming· a united 
country, , 
as this united land could prove 
to be a major power politically 
and economically. Fuchs sees 
_ the possible unification of 
Germany as a mean~ of insti-
gating political antagonism, 
_not romotin 
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Phi Kappa · Sigma 
creates, conflict 
University· .refuses to 
recognize new fraternity 
By Pam.el Margaritis 
A new fraternity has 
emerged at UNH. But this 
recently organized brother-
hood, Phi Kappa Sigma, has 
already encountered mixed 
reactions on campus. 
"Phi Kappa Sigma will 
never be a recognized frater- _ 
Iiity at the University of New 
Hampshire," stated Mike Sci-
ola, Greek systems advisor. 
, According to Sciola, 
the students who formed the 
Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity on 
campus never got written ap-
proval from the University. 
"According to TheUNH 
Greek Expansion Policy; a fra-
ternity or sorority will not be 
recognized by the university 
unless written approval from 
the university and the Intra 
-Fraternity Council has first 
been obtained," said Sciola. 
According to Phi Kappa 
· . Sigma member Ted Crimbilas, 
a common group of students 
organized the formation of a 
new fraternity because there 
was strong iriterest in such an 
organization. The national fra-
ternity Phi Kappa Sigma agreed 
~-- ,,~,- to back them and help them in 
their efforts to establish~ col-
. ony. 
fault that Phi Kappa Sigma will 
not be recognized," said IFC 
President JeffFialky. "it is (Phi 
Kapp Sigma) national's fault 
because they knew 'that they 
needed University and IFC 
approval and they backed the 
students without it anyway." · 
Fialky added, "the IFC 
would be more than happy to 
help the students find a new 
national backer who follows 
procedure." 
Grimbilas responded by 
say1.ng that switching nation-
als would be a detriment to the 
group as a whole. "In a _ time 
when there must be strong 
unity, a change in something 
of this magnitude would cause 
confusion among its members, 
and probably result in disor-
ganization. I'd really hate to 
see that, because the enthusi-
asm and commitment for this 
is at s_uch a high level." 
"We still have the 
national backing to colonize 
and and would like to become 
a chartered fraternity within 
the next year," said Grimbilas. 
"But before this happens,. it's 
important to get support from 
the university and especially 
the Greek System itself." , 
The founding students · Grimbilas added, "My 
held an open rush, advertised _ · brothers and I feel sony about 
by word of mouth, and an ad in the current situation but ~e 
The New Hampshire. Over 80 would like to work with Mike 
interested students showed up, Sciola and the IFC council to 
according to Grimbilas. :rectify the situation,. 
"It is not the students' 
Durham Police reJ)ort 
few weekend arrests 
By Tammy Annis 
The Thanksgiving holiday 
provided somewhat of a break 
for the Durham Police, who 
report only two University ar-
rests. 
Sean Rosenblatt of Stage 
-Coach Road in Durham was . 
arrested on Tuesday for reck-
less conduct. Rosenblatt, a 
former food service worker at 
Stillings Hall, was unable to be 
reached for comment. A 
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Thurs. Fri. Sat.12:OO-5:O0 
RTE. 4 Northwood Ridge 
942-5378 
has not been to work in over a 
month. He was released by 
Durham Police on $500.00 cash --
bail and is due to be arraigned 
in Durham District Court on 
December 12. 
Brian P. Tierney, 21; was 
charged with an open container 
violation by Durham Police. 
The UNH senior was released 
on a hand citation and is sched-
uled to be arraigned December 





continued from page 3 
organization has fulfilled its 
obligations. 
SAFC standard 
procedure for a failure entails 
a penalty for a 15 week period · 
during which the involved 
organization must pre~ent all 
proposals not only to SAFC, 
but also to Student Senate. 
According to · PFO 
· business manager Steve 
Roderick, "Approximately 40 
people (non-students) were let 
in for free." 
Rosenfield explained 
that he did not feel it proper to 
charge these particular people 
because -of their community 
or administrative positions. 
SAFC argued that 
because only students pay the 
student activity fee, only 
students are admitted for free, 
as h_ad been discussed in 
Hillel's initial proposal review. 
Brian McCabe, SAFO 
business manager, added, 
"Should_ we allow one 
organization to make up their 
own rules?" _ 
However., the conflict 
partially lies in Rosenfield's 
claim that "comolimentarv 
tickets" were never .mentioned 
to him as ·· an option, and he 
feels that this signifies a flaw 
i_n the process. "This whole 
problem could have been 
eliminated." 
Garthwaite 
responded "The information is 
· there for the asking." 
In an effort to 
eliminate such confusions in 
the future, Roderick said he 
plans to discuss with PFO the 
possibility of a pa:µiphlet 
outliniRg such options and 
other information for student 
organizations. 
Rosenfield's view is 
also expressed in the 
statement made by Jen 
Turbyne, one of the five student 
senators who have a vote in 
SAFC decisions. 
As a basis for a 
requested appeal regarding the 
failed Hillel PPR Turbyne said, 
"I think the weight of the 
evaluation of the program 
should be on the quality ofthe 
program, rather than the 
money-,- because the money 
discrepancy was so small." 
Accordin~ to 
Garthwaite, the appeal.process 
requires that a voting member 
from the prevailing side (on the 
PPR vote) makes a motion to 
review. 
Turbyne's motion to 
reviewwas voted on and denied. 
Although the appeal 
did not go through, Rosenfield 
saiq, "I feel it went the best that 
it could." 
Despite the conflict, 
SAFC continued to stress that 
• "A Night ofB,emembrance" was 
an overwhdming success as 
far as its ·value to the 
community. 
Rosenfield said, . in 
· regard to the conflict, that he is 
glad the incident helped SAFC 
re~evaluate its process. In 
addition, he added it has also 
been a learning experience for 
himself and Hillel. 
McCabe said he 
believes Hillel's PPR failure and 
pen_altywill not'be a hindrance 
to future Hillel programs. A 
proposql ·for Hillel's upcoming 
Chanukah dinner was passed 
both in SAFC · and in Senate 
this past week. 
V STUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT-· 
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED ;I 
Call 868-2192 for information. 
Only a few rooms left. 
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hamp·shire 03824 -
' ,, 
--~-- ---•SHORT TERM -
MEDICAL INSURANCE 
1 to 6 months_ co.ver.age 
Very Competi-tive Rates 
For costs, benefits, exclusions, 
limitations and renewal terms contact: 
Borthwick· insurance Inc. 
Jonathan T. Otterson 
742-0896 
Underwritten by: 
Golden Rule Insurance 
''A'' -Rated_ (ExcellenO 
Jams to the 
Soca Beat .• -
Saturday, 12 .- 2 p~m. 
. • -• 
Calypso and Soca from the West Indies. 
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ATTE.NTION UNH 
' 
STUDENTS RESUME SERVICE 
Affordable Fitness 
sig·n up by 
December 31, 1989 
$99.00 for _5 months 
January - May 31, 1990 
)>FREE WORKOUT 
with this ad 
,QCt@ ~u[i~ 
ATI-ILETIC CL-UB. 
.Don't ·take a chance on-making 
a poor first ,impression 
$15.00 for the first page 
$5.00 for each subsequent page or cover letter. 
Our price includes a 3 1/2" Macintosh Computer Disk 
. with your resume stored on it. Yours ,to· keep. 
We also offer high quality resume paper and.matching -
. l 
envelopes, so we can take care of all your needs in one . , 
quick stop. 
Choose one_ of our standard formats or we will follow 
yo_urs. 
UNH Printing Services 
Hewitt Hall (back side of Bookstore) 
862-1984 -
. · . Monday-Friday 8:00 to 4:30 
246 ROUTE 16., SOMERSWORTH, N.H . 
Bring this ad with you when.you ,bring us your 
resume-and you can· take $2.50 off the price~ · 
742--2163 . Off~r good until December 20, 1989. 
00 
t 
· Window of 
Opportuitity 
SupersPort Model 20 
· 10.5 lb., 8088 with 1 floppy drive and 
·a 20MB Hard Drive 
(order#• SupersPort Model 40) 
Z-159 Model 3 
8MHz, DeskTop, 8088, 640K memory, with I 
floppy drive and a 20MB Hard Drive with a 
monochrome monitor 
(order#. ZSM-159-3) 
Z-286 LP /8 Model 20 ' 
Space saving 8MHz, 80286, 1MB memory, 
with 1 floppy drive and a 20MB Hard Drive 
with an amber VGA monochrome monitor 
(order#• ZMA-286-20) 
Z-286 LP/12 Model 40. 
Space saving 12MHz, 80286, 1MB memory, 
with 1 floppy drive and a 40MB Hard Drive 
with a VGA color monitor 
(order#• ZMF;112'.:40) 
Z-386 sx· 
16MHz. 386SX DeskTop. 1MB memory, 
I floppy drive with 40MB Hard Drive with a 
VGA color monitor 
(order#. ZMF-31&-X4) 
0 0 
For' Mo~e Information Please Contact: 




ZDS Student Represntative 








. 'Prices do not includ " sale, tax, handling and/or proceHing charge,. 
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Win A $5,000 PC Package In 
Zenith's MASTERS OF 
INNOVATION II COMPETITION! For 
Entry Form, Call 1·800·553·0301. 
Competition Ends January 15, 1990! 
( 
What is World AIDS .Day? 
World AIDS Day is a day on which to expand 
and strengthen the worldwide effort to stop 
AIDS. It means talking about HN infections 
and AIDS, caring for people with HIV 
infections. and AIDS , and learning about AIDS 
to sustain and reinforce the global efforts and 
stop its spread. · 
World AIDS Day '89 will heighten awareness 
about the risk ofHIVinfections and AIDS;· 
strengthen AIDS prevention activities and 
programmes at all levels of society, and build a 
foundation for continuing activities against 
AIHS; promote respect and care for people with 
AIDS and HIV ;infection; and contribute to . 
lasting dialogµe, sµstained activity and 
long-term commitment·among people of all 
ages in countries around the world. 
' . ' 
•I ' , I , \ ' \'' 
'I\ I 
. REMEMBER •. THEI.RiNAMES. •. 
IHE NAMES-PROJECT QUILT: ' 
··December 1 has been m_arked as WORLD.AIDS 
DAY, a day to gain greater understanding and , 
· · comp~ssion regarding the .many issu~s 
surrounding the ~ids epidemic. 
Panels from The Quilt honoring those who have 
died from Aids, will be. shown on: ··" , . Friday Dec~mber .. 1,1989 
Hillsbrough-Sulliyan Room 
Memorial Union Building 
12 noon - 6 p.m. 
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World AIDS Day '89.is a day to strengthen the 
spirit of solidarity, tolerance, compassion and 
understanding for people infected with HIV or · 
AIDS through knowledge ·and action. Through 
a determined effort, we ·can establish a lasting · 
effort to stop AIDS. · · 
Sponsored by tlie Office of 5-(eaftli 'Education and Promotion,, 
:J{eaftliServices and tlie 5-(eaftli and 9iumanSeroices Councit 
of tfie Student Seti'ate 
With ~--intosh 
you can even do • 
Macintosh®·computers have always been easy tQ use. But they've never . 
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macint6sh Sale. . 
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of doll?rs on a variety 
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals. . 
· -_ So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much. more of a computer. · 
Without spe1,1cling a lot more money. 
© 1989 Apple Computer; In c. Apple, tbe Apple logo, and ,\lacintosb are registered trademark.1 of Apple Co111p11tn : !11c. 
File 
New 
Open .. ·. 
Close 
. .......................... , ................................ . 
• ••••• • •• • •••••••••••• ■_■ . ■ •••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• • •• . ••••• 
Pri nt ... · 8€ P 
... ............................... · ......................... . 
Qult OOQ 
••• The Macintosh Sale. 
Now through January 31. 
University Technology Center 
Thompson Hall, Room 14 A 
Hours: 9 am - 3 pm 
Monday - Friday 
8 62-1328 
--..,..---..--.--.--..--..----.~ , 1 \1 ,t, . 
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NE,W!IBM LOAN -' PR'OGRAM . . 
. 
Available to;Jull-time stUdents,f aculty and staff 
,. M. ~1 Raffle• Raffle• Raffle• Raffle• Raffle• Raffle 
i 
. . . 
. IB-M PSl2 color· model2·S 
640Kb .RAM 
20 Mb HARD DRIVE 
with DOS 4.0 
Stop by the Technology Center. 
·i:Hck up your entry ~orm today!! 
THE RAFFLE WILL BE HELD DECEMBER 15th, 3:00p.m., AT THE TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
Eligipility is limited to full-time UNH students, faculty and staff. · · IBM employees ·are not e~igible. 
U N I V E · R .S I T Y 
Technology Center 
\ Thompson Hall 14A 
M-F, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
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'.'Up to your ears? 
Dig yourself out with an IBM PS/2!" 
~,t,-,1~:l!'.lli\'~o, ~ -._, .... ' - •.· 'k i;\';'j~ ., '·"''"/4ili~:-. .... - - ~~; 
, . .,,,,c,.i,•~--A\ .. ~.,. ~~~~~~~~l~t~~--
Just in time for the holidays: . 
great savings on IBM PS/2's. 
. . 
· IBM Personal System2s to the rescue - just when you need help the most. Easy-to-use . 
software comes loaded and ready to :go! < 
, Now from IBM you can get special ·student prices OI\ select.ed :models of PS/2's® 
~lready loaded with easy-to-use software. Ask about IBM's new academic loan 
program! 
PS/2 Model 50z-1Mb memory, 80286 · 
(10MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch· diskette 
drive (1.44Mb), 30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro 
Channel architecture, IBM Mouse, 8513 ~olor Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsgft W,indq~s/286, Word 5.0,** Excel,** 
-- hDC Windows Express;-h{?C V\[indowi Manager 
PS/2 Model 70-4Mb memory, 80386 
· (16MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette 
drive_(1.44Mb); 60Mb fixed disk drive, Micro 
Channel architecture, IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0; Mkrosoft Windows/386, Word 5.0,** Excel,** 
hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager 
· and hDC Windows Color. 
4995.00 
And from the store: . 
· While supplies last · 
Color Model 25 - 640Kb M:emory, 8086(8MHz) processor, 
one 3.5-inch diskette drive (720Kb), 
20Mb Seagate. Hard Drive, DOS 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0. 
1650.00 
Model 50z-1Mb memory, 80286 (10MHz) processe)r, 
one 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), w /30Mb Hard Drive, 
12" Color Display, DOS 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0. 
and hDC Windows Color. . -· . 
· 29.95.00- · 
~·-· , 
2600.00 
- How are you going to ·do it? PS/2 it! 
-----®·. ------ ---...-· : - ------· ---- _. , .. · , · , · , ,· .. ---·-
For more information go to: 
The University .Technology Center 
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328 
·Monday -Friday 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
-,-~~-,--------------:-----:-, -:--. -:, --:-, ~~----:--:~~---:---.-,,__.,...,,,,----,.- -• ... -r- \ ~ .. ' -~-~ -· ,-~~~-, ... ,.,- - . ' \ .. ' ~ ' ' ' ' \ •. '. \ \ \ ! ' \ 1 
. ' ' . 
- .. ' < • '.... ' • ~- . "' .... ~ -:•· -c, '- ~ ;·_ :··:·; ;-•-- -· ·~· ... . j: ·'"'\ . ;·. ··,. ,, 
; J::: .. ,,,_,.,.-~,.•, ,THENEW,hlAMPSHiR{FRIDA,Y, DECEMBER--,; '79EJ9 ' ,, 
· WANTTOBE 
: . INVOLVED? 
Apply to be the 






:;. .. . ... 
' :;. .. ... .. 
■" a• .. ·:: ... .. 
. . .. .. ... .. ... 
:;. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... 
for the rest -of the Academic Year. ·.-: 
~ -............ ■ 
iiiii .-. 
For More Information: · .-;. .. 
Call 862-1494 or stop by ::-.. 
the Student Senate Office, ~~ 
. room 130, MUB. · :;. .. ... .. ... 
:;. 
DEADLINE. FOR APPLICATIONS: .. ... 
DEC.4TH 
Return to Ann-Marie Elek · 
ATTENTION STUDENTS ...... . 
Do you enjoy 
reading your 
· school paper? 
iday 
once~t 
.. 8 pm, Saturday, Decembe·r ·2, 1989 
a Richards Auditorium,·M~rkland 11~ 
~~ University of New Hampshire 
~-~~ . . ..- ' . 
'Ji · · • with · 
/{ -~ · ~ Penn State Six~5000 . ~t~ ~ 
7
' -0~ _ · Skidmore Bandersnatchers ... ~-•i - i~ 
Tickets available at UNH Ticket Office 
Don't you thirik 
. Mom and Dad · 
,.;= would too?! 
Why not give them a gift 
subscription for Christmas?· Make 
them feel like they're really in touch! 
YES! Please include us on your subscription list! 
\ 
Name ____________ ____, ______ _ 
Address ~ ----------,-----------........-Phone ·Number ------------------
En closed is a check for· $18 to cover Bpring Semester. · 
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continued from page 1 
dents involved in the deci-
sion." 
However, Ellis could not 
name those faculty included -
in the commencement com-
mittee, nor could D,ibiasio's 
secretary, nor could Roder-
-- ick, who is suppose to have 
consulted-them as part of the 
decision making process. 
Despite the questions 
surrounding the _ choice of 
Crowe as the keynote speaker, 
he does have his credentials 
that most people a_re probably 
unaware of. 
According to the UNH 
news bureau, "He is credited 
with establishing discussions 
on how the United States and 
Soviet Union militaries can 
support offers to reduce ten-
sions between the two super- · 
powers." 
He has recently retired as 
Chairman of the Joint Chief · 
of Staff, a pos·ition which 
earned him national atten-· 
tion this past summer. 
He made a trip to the 
Soviet Union which has been 
spotlighted in Time, 
Newsweek and US news and 
~orld Report because of his 
proposals to reduce military 
tensions between the Soviet' 
Union and the United States. 
He earned a Ph.D. in 
Political Scie°'ce at Prince-
ton University and will oe re-
ceiving a honorary doctor of 
laws degree at the com-
mencement in December. 
Regardless of creden-
tials, UNH students gradu-
ating in December question 
whether Crowe is the best 
candidate for commence-
ment speaker. Jim Goodbody 
had never .b_efore heard the 
name William·croweJr. and 
feels he should have been 
involved in the decision 
making process. 
"It does make a differ-
ence to me,:" said Goodbody. 
"I would rather have some..: 
body else than a military fig-
ure." 
"Rather than someone 
that's been in charge of 
making military decisions it 
would be nice to hear from a 
romantic, or poet or great 
novelist," Goodbody added, 
feeling Crowe .would be too 
political and one sided in his 
presentation. 
Giuseppe Bellavita, also 
graduating in December, felt 
the same way. 
"I don't think w~ should 
have military personnel 
speaking," said Bellavita. "I 
think someone more involved , 
in the education sector of so-
cietywouldhave been a better 
choice." 
Senior Stewart Mason 
said of Crowe, "I had no idea 
who it was going to be. l don't 
just think there's any deci-
sion making by us." 
"We've been in the dark 
about this," said December 
· Graduate Mary Tamer. "Per-
sonally I'd like to see a more . 
well rounded figure, someone 
like a writer ot an author."_ 
There exists some dis-
, pleasure among UNH stu-
dents concerning the decision 
and decision making process 
regarding their commence'-
ment speaker. 
However, William Crowe 
Jr. remains the choice and 
will be speaking on Saturday, 
December 16 in the Lund-
holm gymnasium , at 10:30 
a.m. 
'l _______ R_o_s!_E_s_, ______ __.--1 _ ~ontinued rom page 2 . as~well. 
'1:. bavid Salzert -:· co~ 
owner of Elliott, explained 
about the care that goes into 
maintaining the tens of thou-
sands of rose plants Ellio"tt 
h'ouses. 
"Every four years we 
cut back the plants to allow 
more light. A · one percent 
l~ss in light is a one percent 
loss in production," he said. 
"We certainly get our 
e?{ercise," said employee Don 
Eldridge, who explained how 
the employees walk up and 
down the aisles pinching, rak-
ing and pruning the rose beds, 
covering many miles in the 
process. 
In the largest house, 
there are 12 concrete rose 
beds, each separated by a one 
and a half foot aisle. Black "It's important to 
heating lamps hover.over some . · - pick the ros~s _when they are 
flowers and will be put to use 'still closed up," said Vale:rje, 
when the winter cold seeps show_ing an example of a 
·into the houses. properlytightrose. Wewant -
. "Between 62 and 7 4 the flower, shops to receive 
degrees Fahrenheitis ideal for the roses when they are 
roses~" said Costa. "In the closed, so that when they are 
summerwe gotta keep em cool sold, they begin to open up 
and in the winter we gotta then, she said. 
keep em warm," he said. Another important 
On an average day at employee at Elliott is Utu the 
Elliott, 13 to 15 . thousand dog, who scuttles up and 
roses are cut and shipped. down , the aisles between 
"We do two cuts per · flower beds with a dollar bill 
day, one at 7:00 a.m. and tucked into his collar. 
another after lunch," said "He worked for me, 
Costa. He said that in his so I gave him a dollar. He 
house, the two cuts .produce brought me my gloves," said 
an average of 2500 roses per Costa. 
day. "But that will be up to "Utu means rascal," 
seven or eight thousand by said Costa, smiling. 
Christmas," he said. 
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Editorial 
New SAC proposal should be rejected _ 
The propo,sals for the Student Apartment 
Complex (SAC) put forth to date have been somewhat 
less than satisfactory. Now, the latest, and suppos-
edly best, proposal been introduced to select portions 
of the public. 
It soon became apparent that students did 
not want to live in apartments that would cost an 
exorbitant amount for cohabitation w,ith five others, 
with cramped living rooms and overwhelmed kitch-
ens. 
. rejected the main proposal; but they insisted on 600 
beds. ,, 
However, the latest proposal from Sousaki 
and Associates, the architects, calls for 584 beds. 
This is a bit short of the 600 beds the trustees called 
for, yet it increases the problems that made the 
original proposal undesirable to the students. Take 
the proposal that was rejected by the trustees and 
students in late October because of cramped condi-
tions, and add 34 beds in the same space. Is that 
going to pacify the students? Hardly. The problem 
·will only be compounded. This new proposal fries to 
Simply put, the newest proposal is the worst 
yet. 
_ The proposal that came before the University 
System of New H~psh,ire Trustees in late October 
contained 550 beds, which was a number arrived at 
after discussions between architects and students. 
However, at that October meeting, as well as further 
ones, Tn.istees Bert -Bourgeois and Steve McAuliffe 
indicated that the trustees, for the $18 million they 
were appropiating for the project, wanted their money's 
worth, meaning 600 beds. 
arrive a_t a compromise, satisfying both students and 
trustees. It accomplishes neither goal. . 
.- There has been a continuing effort, since the 
first SAC proposal was introduced, tomake the basic 
idea palatable to both students and trustees. It 
became quite evident to the UNH administration from _ 
the beginning that it would take an amazing effort to 
slip the flawed designs past the students. After all, 
even · the SAC d_esigns most complimentary. to the 
students contained a large portion of six person · 
apartments, which are quite undesirable to the aver-
. age UNH student. (If people wanted to live with five 
others, they could do it in Dover; in a much bigger 
area, for about half the price.) 
The main student complaints about the SAC 
involved the paltry common area (living room and 
kitchen: very small}, as well as the total number of 
students in the each apartment. (Six is far from 
desirable.) The trustees fortunately saw this, and 
The trustees vote on the feasibility of the 
newest proposal on Dec; 7. We can only hope they 
reject it as swiftly as they did the last SAC proposal . 
Heartfelt 
thanks 
To the University Com-
munity: 
On behalf of the American 
heart Association, I would like to 
publicly acknowledge Phi Kappa 
Theta and most especially Bruce . 
Girouard for organizing a "Cardiac 
,Arrest" fund raising event at the 
MUB on November 3. 
1 
This event required meef-
ings, letter~. phone calls, planning, 
,µid even the construction of a "jail 
cell" to hold volunteer jailbirds. 
Bruce and the Phi Kappa Theta 
brothers with help from Tracy 
Pendleton worked for over a month 
to pull all the . details together to 
hold a successful event. Thanks to 
Phi Kappa Theta and the support 
they received from the Greek Sys-
tem, over $1700 was raised to 
support cardiovascular research 
and cardiovascular education here 
in New Hampshire. 
'- I would like to applaud their 
efforts and let the public know that 
members of the Greek system, most 
particularly Phi Kappa Theta, and 
students who volunteered to help 
their efforts to raise funds have 
contributed to their community in 
a very positive way to help the 
American Heart Association 
achieve its mission to reduce dis-
ability and death from cardiovas- . 




American Heart Association 
New Hampshire Affiliate 
Please give 
the gift of life 
To The Editor: 
It's the week before the 
Red Cross holiday drive a:nd stu ~ 
dentdonor·s and volunteers -will be 
stirring and so will the MUB( 
Durham streets will echo with your 
footsteps as you all look up .to the 
Letters 
sky to watch for Santa antl his re-
indeers who have never missed a 
UNH Christmas blood drivel These 
visitors are now priming themselves 
and packing extra bags' to hold the 
gifts you will have ready for them -
the gift of life that only you can 
give! , ·• 
Santa also- mows that 
beginning on Monday; December 
4th thru Friday, December 8th from 
12 to 5 at your MUB workshop, the 
100,000th pint donated at UNH 
since 1951 will be· collected! And 
he wants to share this accomplish-
ment! 
Christmas dreams are 
make of love and memories of 
Christmas past and we will work 
very hard to provide these pictures 
of mµ1d and eye for you and help 
you find them in your heart as you 
give love to another who needs you! 
Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross 
Blood 
Chairperson! 
P.S. Can someone tell me 






Letter to the Editor of The 
New Hampshire: 
I was outraged to learn 
that SAFC has accused the presi-
dent of Hillel of "deception" and 
has j:old him that he will have to go 
through extra hoops if his organi~ 
zation ever .wants student funding 
again. The offense? Hillel didn't 
charge forty people who had sup-
ported _ the recent evening with 
Sonia Weitz, a holocaust survivor, 
a . dollar at the door of this event. 
Complimentary tickets would 
_ apparently have. been an option, 
but no one, not SAFC, not Hillel, 
thought of this ahead of time. 
This event was fantastic-
ally successful. I ~d my two t~n-
age children will never forget hear-
ing Sonia Weitz speak. The event 
· was, a.ttended by 500-600 people. 
It was probably the most success-
ful student event on campus this 
semester: (It actually made a profit 
for SAFC.) Wheri Hillel ofI~red to :. 
pay SAFC forty dollars, the offer -
was turned down: ."It's nol the 
money, it's the principle of the 
thing." 
What principle are we 
dealing with here? Certainly not 
the -principles that we're all in this 
together, we give each other the 
benefit of the doubt, we acknowl-
edge mistakes on both sides, and 
we keep things in perspective. · 
Why does a small group 
of students leap to accuse a fellow 
student of 
;.deception?" Why.don't they 
congratulate him on the success of 
the event? 
TheSAFC members seem 
to be more invested in their own 
power than in helping the student 
body broaden their education 
through their support of events. 
Was man 
chained to 
exactly his point. It's probably true _ 
that most students at UNH have · 
never denied someone a job or 
home, etc. on the basis o(race . . But 
sucq denial is clearly done in our . 
- . . society. ,Skin color is agoqd sbltis-
tree :too_ much?.t~c~; ~~~i<:t<?r of where _a p~r~on ,1_ 
, , · · .. · , • · • · 1 ' · hves, i\tiw -much money he/she ,,, 
To the Editor: . - earns etc. This is clearly unjust. 
, As a graduate student _ · What can we as individuals do 
here at UNH, my attention is nee- about it? 
essarily very focused on my work. The man chained to the 
But_ the po~erlul image of~ man tree had some ideas: stop following _., 
chan~ed shirtless t? a tree m the humor in racial jokes, stpp assum-
fr~ezmg cold ha~ given me some- ing things about people · on the , 
thmg ·else to thmk about, these basis of race, etc. These seem like :-· 
past few days. · . . good ideas, -but are probably; not 
. When I first saw him I enough. So I would like to ask the y 
was very angry at him. his ?rotest University an open question: What , 
seemed vague and extreme; 1t upset - can individual people do, what life-
me because the natural thing to do style changes can they make which 
when some~me is about to harm will serve to eradicate racism from 
himself is to try and stop them, to our society forever? · I feel that 
· help them. . I felt_ that I _should nothing but good can come from 
somehow release him, set him free. efforts to answer this. 
I felt guilty for not doing it. This 
made me mad since i wasn't the 
one who chained him there in the 
first place. 
But perhaps that was 
Thank you, 
Bill Peria 
Physics Grad Student 
OneSAFC member in the pre-event r------------------------------.. 
meeting reportedly ~ked, "Why do 
we need a speaker about the holo~ 
caust? It happened fifty years ago." 
This incident is an ex-
ample of the majority keeping the 
minority down. It illustrates the 
desperate need this · campus has 
for more diversity. We need more 
students who are Jewish, Black, 
older, disabled, Asian-American, 
gay, lesbian, poor and who are citi-
zens of other countries. We need 
these students in large numbers in 
our classrooms, in our_ clubs and 
on the SAF Council ~o that when 
proposals like bringing a holocaust 
survivor come up, SAFC says YES, 
OF COURSE. And when no one 
thinks of complimentary tickets 
ahead of time, eveiyone shrugs 
and.says, NO BIG DEAL- IT WAS 
A GREAT EVENT! WE DID SOME-
THING OF SIGNIFICANCE. 
Emily W. Moore· 
Chair, Diversity Committee 
Assistant Dean of Students 
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University Forum 
' ' .· . 
·An\apology .and a message 
to others 
Over a year ago; a sexual assault 
· occurred on the UNH campus which I 1was · 
involved in. Following the incident, I was 
-arfested · almost · immediately . and 
. questioned regarding what had happeneq. 
I had never been in real trouble before, and 
during the questioning I mixed truth with 
lie$ in an attempt to absolve myself of any 
guilt~ Atthis time anq during the following 
Tff the Editor: 
Last week you reported that Joe Salisbury 
wa:s arrested on the charge'bfrape. To those of us who 
· know Joe, it appears as some kind of crueljoke. Joe 
is not the type of guy to wander into some girls' room 
and molest her. Rape is a sensitive issue on campus, 
and anyone accused ofit could have their life ruined. 
And the sad thing is that anyone could be charged 
. wi,tl} rape._ and ,have Q.i8:;_pame dragged through the 
nmd, only later to find out that the person is innocent. 
Not tverybody can afford the time or money to filea 
counter suit for being falsely accused. Look around 
campus now. Socially, people I are being taught to 
·scream "rape" before they think about what re~lly 
• h~ppened. ,I'm not sa)itig that all th~ charges of rape . 
. qI):,c.amp.r~ ?I°ei~wse,.,ffiNCQ.Jp,the contrary, rrianyate1 
. true, and I'd .like. to se.e all the CONVICTED rapiits 
locked up,, BUT they must be guilty first. We, friends 
of Joe know that he is innocent. 
·Stuart Evans 
Andrew Webster 
David Parker . 
Mike French 
John Canides 
· Dana Barker 
·Janet Sco·tt 
Robert P. Bambtrg 
Patrick Martin~on 
Stephen Skobeloff 
Christopher Graves ~ 
Brian A. Vincent 
This letter, published in the May 10, 1988 of The New 
Hampshire, was written by Joe Salisbwy's friends 
and questioned the credibility of the assault that 
· happened. It was requested by Salisbury to be printed 
along with his letter. · · 
months _I had all but convinced myself of 
my innocence. Instead of accepting blame. 
for whathappened, I had subconsciously 
decid_ed to blame th,e victim for dragging me 
into th.is situation. of course I was 
responsible for the· situation but the longer 
I waited, the harder it became to admit · 
guilt. 
In the following legal battle, many 
things ware said by my lawyer in order to 
clear my name, and thus were not true. 
As it turned ·out, a few months after 
· my arrest, · I founq it more difficult to live , 
with my conscience and ·eventually _ told 
those I'm closest with the truth about what 
had happened_. This was the hardest thing 
I ever had done, but it should havehap1:>'ened 
sooner. Unfortunately for the victim, 
immediately following the incident I told 
one or two people that "I hadn'f done 
anything and was inrtocent." Unknowing · 
to me this "simple" statement took on a life 
_ofits. own ~nd sqonthe victfrn w~s being re-
vicfirrtized because-Jt now.appeared I was 
not fo blame:·_,'; .:_,, ; · · · · 
I ~ote thi·s letter with two purposes 
in mind: first was to apologize to the victim , 
. and_ express my ·aeep regrets that the 
. incident occurred and let her know that I'm -
still trying to discover within myself how it 
· could have happened. Secondly, I wanted 
to share with others what can happen 
when you don't take responsibHity for your 
own actions. Although it was n~_t my wish 
for this to happen:, the victim suffered 
because of my actions. Had I taken : 
immediate responsibility, the rumors would 
not have gotten out of my hands and we 
both probably would have been better off. 
Joe Salisbmy 
Holy C-, Mister Mink! 
by Rob Nelson 
There· are those among us who have · 
been part 'of the quest for some time now. 
Semester-after semester, gazing mto the internal 
anatomy, of Mister Mink as .if the sacred grade 
might just ooze out and stick to their noses. 
They jest at the greenhorn newcomers who 
actually believe it's possible to take the course 
and maintain a social life. · 
Exam weeks are· particularly 
disheartening. They seem to extinguish all hope 
, -of NBF (Normal Brain Function). I have woken 
up in the middle of the night reciting fragments 
· · of mink musculature. Ih a cold sweat I have 
pondered the corisequence of failing i.i1 my qµest 
for the Holy C- required for my major. The "Prof 
who says patella" is not noted.for his mercy in 
such·matters. I would have to go through the 
whole thing all over again, destroying niy NBF 
· as well as my GPA. What a drag! · 
1 I guess to sum it an up-taking Vert 
Morph is like ddvingthe N~wJerseyTurnpike at 
rush hour. The more you get cut off, the slower 
you go! Goodluck to aH! 
Rob Nelson is a Junior majoring in wildlife 
management. 
Vertebrae Morphol9gy-what does· that 
mean? To some, it means the study of animal 
guts, to others 5 credits, and still to others it 
means"'nothing at all. It feel like years since it all 
began. My sense of reality has been suspended 
in time like .the -liver of a dogfish shark in ajar 
of formaldehyde. Food, sex, and sleep have 
become obsolete in response to the obscenely 
vast demands of this course. Only one thing 
keeps me going in this world of muscle insertions, 
organs and bone processes. I, along with fellow 
comrades have enrolled on a great quest. The 
quest for the Holy C-!!! 
·~ .w'r 
, · ' . 
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· Positions Opening up for Spring Semester: 
□Arts and lecture Director 
□ Business Manager 
. □ Publicity Assistant 
□ Hospitality Director .. 
□ Darkrooms Director 
□ Production Assistant 
• ' ' ' I \ 
Please feel free to come by the office ·in Room 148 . . 
LONDON INTERNSHIPS 
DESIGNED BY 
· American Association of . 
Overseas studies 
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN 
LONDON, EUROPE a ISRAEL 
FILM- lAW 
BUSINESS - ARTS 
COMMUNICATIONS - GOV'T 
. FaH & Spring Semesters 
. Also AvaUable 
GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT 
Tutoring 
Janet Konek, J. D. · 
Director AAOS -
158 W. 81 - NYC 10024 -
1t. 212•724•0804 or 
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Mat. Sat & Sun. 12:45, 2:30 (G) 
'Waft 'Disney's . · 
Family Adven~e Cheetah 
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 4:30, Eves. 6:45, 9:10 I ·Michael · Douglas in · .BLACK RAIN 
Mat. Sat. & Sun .. 12:30, 2:30, 4:30 
Eves. 7: 15, 9:30 Matthew Modine I Gross Anatomy <PG13) 
Mat. Sat & Sun. 12:35, 2:40. 4:45 (R) 
Eves. 7:00, 9:20 Bo & Jeff Bridges 
Vlru@ l?@IPJ02l~@l121~ ®@fk@[j' ®@W~ 
l 
A TTENTltJNi , 
~. -S :TUDENTS: .. 
Official transcript- fees have 
not increased for .· . ~ 
nearly 15 years. 1111111r· ,_ 
Due to the rising costs of . 
production, supplies, and . 
equipment maintenance, the 
fee for official transcripts will 
increase to $3.00 per copy, 
effective February 1,_ 1990. ,. -
RESPONSIBLE JOURNALISTS NEEDED TO· 
I • 
. ' 
HAND IN STORIES ON TIME. WE KNOW IT'S 
, ' 
A BIG JOB BUT SOMEONE WHO IS IN CREDI- --· 
BLY INTELLIGENT AND ADVENTUROUS CAN 
HANDLETHETASK. MAYBE IT'S YOU. COME 
TO ROOM -151 IN THE MUB . ASK FOR TERRI 
.. O·R KAREN. YOU WON'T REGRET IT .. 
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Visual AIDS 
Tribute by the art comn:1,unity 
by Elizabeth Adamovich 
.. . Today, on December 1, 
1989, · the World Health 
Organization will - hold its 
second "AIDS Awareness Day." 
To commemorate this day, 
Vis'ual Ams, an organization 
of art professionals designed 
to facilitate and promote AIDS 
related exhibitions and events, 
has desjgnated December 1 as 
A Day Without Art, a national 
action and day of mourning in 
response to 'the AIDS crisis. 
The name, A Day Without 
Art, is a metaphor for the 
chilling possibility of even more 
widespread art community 
deaths. Visual arts presenters 
nationwide have chosen this 
· day to honor and recognize 
· friends and colleagues who 
have died or are .dying, and to 
signal to their communities · 
· that AIDS is an issue of serious 
concern to everyone. 
Museums, university art 
galleries, and other arts groups -
hav.e d·eveloped individual 
programs· to increase public 
awareness of AIDS and greater 
under~t?~J~!Jv,g,;_ qf{l,i-t~",,r~l~t~d 
societal fssues:' ·. ·.: :v- ·.., ·:· . ".~ .x,,,.. 
. VickfC. Wright, director 
of the University Art Galleries, 
believes it is important that 
the University of New 
Hampshire's art gall.ery 
participate in A Day Without 
Art because, "Unfortunately, 
the arts community has been 
seriously affected by the AIDS · 
epidemic. Education is the 
key to reducing the threat of 
AIDS, and I think universities 
play an important role in this 
process." 
The University Art 
Galleries, loc:ated in the Paul 
Creative Arts Center, will 
recognize A Day Without Art in 
an unusual way. The art 
galleries will be closed to the 
public, but a sculpture (from 
the current exhibition, By Good 
Hands: New Hampshire Folk 
Art) entitled Lady of the Lake, 
will be draped in a black cloth · 
of mourning. The covered 
sculpture will be well lighted 
and visible from the window by 
the en trance to the art galleries . . 
Sources for gathering further 
information on AIDS will be 
posted at the entrance. to the 
galleries. For additional 
in(ormation contact the art 
galleries at (603] 862-3712. 
Lady of the Lake will be shrouded with a dark cloth 
· today to observe Visual AIDS' A Day Without Art. 
( ' 
)l:! 11111/ 
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Tom Jones re~released 
The latest jn a list of classic restorat1ons 
by Marc A. Mamig~nian 
Restorations and re- film, in either version. It is 
releases of classic films are adapted from Hen:ry Fielding's 
becoming :,1trends- healthy massive 18th centu:ry novel, . 
one's. The latest is something .. and it i:;, quite faithful qi tone 
of , an aberration; · Tony and surprisingly faithful in 
Richardson's wonderful Tom · plot. Thesto:ryisofTomJones 
Jones (1963) has been re- (!), a foundling, and his quest 
released, but instead of for his · beloved Sophia. 
•restoring cut footage- a Standing in his way are 
common practice, a la numerousseriousandcomical 
Lawrence of Ar✓abia- obstacles, nottlieleastofwhich 
Richardson has actually is his own weakness for the 
· snipped seven. minutes from opposite sex. 
the film, while sparkling new The splendid ·cast is 
· prints were struck. He says headed by young and dashing 
the film is tighter now, and Albert Finney as Tom and the 
that the cuts are barely lovely Susannah York. as 
noticeable. I agree, although I Sophia·. But what makes the 
haveonlyseen tlie"fulllength" film so memorable is 
film once. · Richardson's pull-out-all-the-
. To~Jones is a marvelous - ' stops visual style. He liberally 
throws is · silent film. cliches-
irises, fast motion-with French 
New Wave techniques- hand.· 
held cameras, loose editing-
and eve:rything in between. 
Just as Fielding drew on many 
sources- drama, farce, epic, 
romance- to create ·something 
new, Richardson's freestyle ' 
direction creates something 
unique in its own right. Tom 
Jones is playing in thiS"area at 
the Somerville Theater, in 
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Steel MagnoliaS: Wacky leclding ladies 
by Marc A Mamigonian · 
SteelMagnolias isafright-
eningly pointless wallow in 
che~p sentiment, shallow char-
acters, and phony dialogue. It · 
desperately tries to. be poign-
antly amusing and tragically 
poignant; it succeeds in turn-. 
ing one's stomach as it treeps 
to:w-ards its painfully obvi~us 
conclusion. I can think of more 
painful ways to spend two 
hours, but most of them in-
volve having limbs sawed off. 
, Steel Magnolias stars just 
about every female working in 
HQllywood today; Sally Ffeld, 
Dolly Parton, Shirley MacLaine, 
Daryl Hannah, Olympia 
Dukakis, and Julia Roberts 
(pictui:ed at right). It also fea-
tures an astonishingly useless 
ca;meo by Sam Shepard . . Al-
though I cannot imagine the 
film being substantial-ly less 
phony than it is,. a major' step 
in the. right · direction wotii.d 
have been not having stars in 
all of the lead roles. The· fact 
that we ·· are always conscious 
that we are watching well 
known actresses (generally . 
doing only slight variations on 
their usual personae) only pµts 
gre~ter distance between us 
and the material. · But this is 
only the tip of the iceberg. 
own play) bends over back-
wards to accommodate all of 
its stars; ab.out half way 
through the film I found myself 
wondering, "Justwhattheheck 
is this movie• al;>out?"' · 
/. 
The answer, as it turned out, . and_ dfes a slow and painful 
was "'Who really ca~es?" The death. Sally Fields, her mother, 
"main". plot c·enters on Julia fretsalot, criesalot; and grates 
. Roberts (w~o-.has really, really on one's neives a lot. Dolly 
big, hair), who get~ married, Parton (who is aboutthe best · 
has a baby, ·gets a b~d ha1rcu: ', ·e thilig ih file filmf is' .the wa'.cky 
· It is difficult to summarize 
the plot of Steel Magnolias, not 
because I am afraid of giving . 
away any secrets (there are, no 
secrets), but because it hardly 
has ' any focus. The script (by 
Robert Harling, based · on his 
The Gray Sargent Tiio 
A bopping peiformance of enjoyable jazz 
by Elisabeth Shalit 
The Gray Sargent Trio ences and aesthetic choices. ,dents don'_t, or c~n·t; get their 
proved to be the cause of much Professor Paul Verrette, hands on the literature which 
toe tapping and head bobbing . from the Department of Music describes the obtainable en-
last Monday, as they performed . . and producer of the Jazz Se- tertai:iu:nen t, 
courtesyoftheTraditionalJazz ries, said the prngrani has ex- This problem appears to . 
Series at UNH. They began .isted for · ten years. "It pro- be magnified for those who live 
theirrepetoirewith two obscure. mdtes the enjoyment and off campus. "At the end of the 
ballads, "Iknowwhy; andsodo .understand-ing of ·the ~rt day, I go home to Newmarket 
you" and "HUIJ1RtY. 'Dumpty through concerts feat,uring It makes me feel very qetached 
heart." But,theyqtiicklymoved musicians who represent the from campus," said Lauren 
into faster paced pieces by genre." It is the hope that Yeaten,ajunioreconoµiicsma-
Count B~sie and then a lesser people will leave the University .. jor. Generally speaking, such 
known 20's tune called "Deep · learning things outside of the people feel the information isn't 
night." Gray Sargent played classroom, expanding their accessibleunlessitissearched 
the guitar, with Marshall Wood interests, for, and commuters don't feel 
on the string bass, and Chuck Unfortunately; such is not they have time for that, nor is it 
~re on drurris. .Their style . always the case. Theresa Ca- at all convenient. . 
was rich. with alternat1·ng, navera, a member of UNH's h th 1 1 So, w y are e oca town 
improvised solos performed by Vocal Jazz Ensemble, explained . residents aware of .such func-
each member, followed by loud. that many students don't real- tlons and why do they attend, 
· ' applause from an appreciative ize these concerts are avail- while students don't? Certain 
. audience. . ' able. There isn't usually a large . people already have an interest 
People unfamiliarwiththe turnout by students. Gener- and are willing to track down 
content and history of the Tra- · ally, the majority of the audi- the information they need to 
ditional Jazz Series at UNH ~nee is composed of town resi- know. For those who don't 
may perceive its title to reflect dents, as was the audience at hold an interest in such a pro-
far less variety than is actually the sixty-sixth presentation of gram, the motivation is lack-
the case. A simple glimpse at the Traditional Jazz Series. . ing. All that is involved in 
the 1989-90 schedule reveals Often, students are un- transforming that attitude is 
otheIWise. From the diverse aware of such programs, al- one· experience with the Gray 
local hairdresser, Daryl Han-
nah is her wacky new assis-
tari t ; Olympia Dukakis is the 
wacky mother figµre, and 
Shirley MacLaine is the wacky 
local curmudgeon. They all 
have their own trivial subplots. 
As if this wasn't all bad 
enough- a_nd itreally ought to 
be- Herbert Ross (Piay It Again 
Sam, Funny Lady., Secret of My 
,,..Success). never a visual 
whizbang, directs with aston-
ishing flatness and simple care-
lessness . . Sloppy setups, awk-
ward, monotonous cutting- is 
it, possible that Ross realized 
the pointlessness of trying to 
<lei anything with this. crap? I 
doubt it, but he probably should 
have. · 
If you saw previews for Steel 
Magnolias and thought that it 
really looks a lot like Terms of 
E_ndearment,, you would be 
partly right. '. It 'is a bald faced 
Terms rip~off; the problem is, it 
retains all of the . bad thiQgs . 
. (repulsive sentimentality) and 
none ,9f the good th1ngs .. ·(J·ack. 
Nicholson, pri1;11~,ly). A good . 
indicaforiis.S4ep?1Td's part. Ir1-· 
the ,._first' 95% 01 .the" film he 
appears three times as· a totally 
inert. object. Then, suddenly, • 
at the end :of the -film, he is . 
transformed. Like everything· 
in the film, it is unmotivated. 
Like , all unmotivated tJ:iii:igs, 
there _is no reason to care about 
it. Th,ere is no reason for 8tny-
~ne J~waste their time on S~!~et 
Magrrol ias. . :· · '"''·'· l 
groups planned for the aca- though they are taking place Sargent Trio, or perhaps one of 
demic year comes a shared on their own campus. One stu- the other musicians scheduled 
foundation - improvisational dent, Kelly Freel, said that she to perform. Their talents are 
expression. Although styles of feltthatwhileinterestingthings . affirmation of the significaµce 
jazz vary, from the New Or- are available on campus, they of jazz as a serious art, as a tra-
leans experience to the swing are not publicized enough. The dition of impressive musical 
era and beyond, the perspec- · Traditional Jazz Series , how- substance which shouldn't be 
tlve of the Jazz Series remains ever, does print a schedule of overlooked. 
the. same, to present the public their shows. The problem 
Sam Shepard has a cameo roll as husband to Truvy Jones (Dolly 
Parton) in the new dramatic comedy Steel Magnolias. 
with a diff~i-ent set of experi- appears, then, to be that stu-
-NEWMARKET 
·--.: 'STORAGE 
(133 Exeter Rd, at 
billboard sign) 
-Seasonal IOcked interior 
storage for boats, cars, 
RV's, motorcycles 
(starting $18-$38/mo.) 
-Metal self-storage bins 
now available (starting at 
· $20/mo) 
UNH special (with this ad) 
for winter break--6ft.x12ft. 
bin $_~0 (Dec 15 to Feb 1) 
_C~L: (603)659-7959 
Pis · (603)659-2655 
Raund Trips from Boston from: 
LONDON 338 , ,, 
FRANKFURT . .370 . 
COPENHAGEN 438 
MADRID . 43a· 
CARACAS. · 370 
-RIO 19'8 · 
. TOKYO ~~iir,u-,,-•· · 
Taxes not included. 
· Restrictions apply.On~ way . 
fares available.EURAIL 
Qasses issued on the spot! • 
i;REE Student Travel Catalog! H ~ : ",., 
Harvard Sq Ml 
NO WALLI 
b ·[_ R___ · L I N 
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Hea.vy Duty 100% ffanes Beefy T' 
High Impact 6 Color Design 
YOUR COST $14.95" (S&H INCL) 
FOR PHONE ORDERS PLEASE CALL· 
800-872-6576 MAINE 800-854-5050 
EXT. 370 CODE I _04 
We accepl VISA and MIC 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO• 
FREEDOM GRAFICS. 
50 MARKET ST. 1 A, SUITE 324 
squTH PORTLAND, ME 04106 
~~~!E=-ss=-_-__ -_------
c 1TY • STATE_• _ZIP __ _ 
PAYMENT• CHECK_MtC_VISA 
CARD# . EXP DATE -,--_-_-_ 
TEE SIZES M_ L_ XL_ (XXL:_ + $100) 
(1 ST OUALIT'i' SHORT SLEEVE WHITE ONLY) 
PLEASE ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS DELIVERY ME RE SIDENTS ~DO 5•0 SALES JAX 
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·HOUSE .. ~ ' 
Tuesday 
December 5 . 
· from 
7:30-9:30 . 
Come see what 
our Sisterhoo 
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►• ' ►-◄ 
Need o. .skef<:.'-. of 
You ond the "'oin s1oee.u.? 
C.al\ i4'i'-.t8'f3-
::. ·.· "Call (or -your_ -ot.der ahead· ()f time; It will be ready:: 
:: : _ · ·when you ·arrivef' :: 
:. _ ............ .............................. , . ►◄ 
• • , I ►◄ 
: For Prompt Deliverie,s.~.call ... 868-2224 _ ::
! · From 5:00pm to Clo-se :: 
• ------·---------------------~---------- ► • - -------~ ------~ ~~ ~~~ ►◄ • ►◄ 
l'!; ~ ,'! ~ '! '! '!;\ .,~; '! j;.;~; ·; ·'! '.'!, i !' '! '! -'! '! '! '! ~ '! '! ~ ; '! -~ -~ '! '! '! ~ '! '! ;: 
March 3 to 31 ,andApril 7 to 14 
BERMUDA 
COLLEGE WEEKS 
Right from the start, -
the pleasures are nonstop. 
Your-holiday begins with a day-long 
Barbecue Bash at beautiful Elbow 
Beach: dancing, .feasting and tanning 
on soft, pink, sun-splasµed sands. · 
'.fhe fun continues with spectacular 
beach parties featuring Bermuda's top 
rock, steel ang calypso bands. Daily 
lunches. A limbo festival. An outra-
geous Party Cruise to magnificent Great 
Sound. Plus golf, tennis and rugby 
,tournaments-and a "Murder, Mystery 
and Mayhem" contest that'll have you 
super-sleuthing. All compliments of 
Bermuda's Department of Tourism 
Add to that all the things that make 
Bermuda, Bermuda. British ambiance. 
Colourfyl pubs. Whirring about on a 
moped. Treasure-hunting in our shops. 
And the special feeling of being sepa-
rated from ev~rywhere and everything 
by 600 miles of sea. 
This spring, get your R&R on;a very 
special island. Contact your Campus 
Travel Representative or Travel Agent 
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presents ... , 
·- .. . . 
, • ✓ ·•·., ·- ,, 
• 
. ::, :: ' ' ' . ~ ,.... ·; 
~~U~[L~W [L~\W!U~ 
~~[Q) 
~ [L lUJ·~ -IMJ©J~TQ)~Yf 
In an entertaining and hot performance of JAZZ 
· · · and BLUES that is sure Jo warm up · 
· · the coldest Decemb.eJ night 
t•( 
' I 
' ' ,,•• ' ':: :w : .. )' Qo:nle ·_se~. t4is dy,n-aIAg p~tj" oqner ~". With-over ,t~ir~~ ye.(:l;s~., ofexf)_erienc.e , she.'.s~tbJt,~W1$tr~~J~. ~-0:i;~~r-t,se _,,;1,}t.,~!~ 
i - = talented _a'nd soulfril rythm and blue's' singer t8'':t1'~:rlorm :in" the' New England ir~a!~i•.;:::i''~' · .. ·-·~--- .. , . 'r' · ':: .: 
**** . ·~uso Staff, 'll=!{~ .. 
SATURD.AY, DEC 2, 8:00 PM 
GRANITE ST ATE ROOM 
. , . , 
Students $3 Non-Students $5 
L ' 
If interested jn helping production for show and gaining free 
_ admittance ·call 862-1465 or come by the MUSO office, Room 148 in 
the MUB by noon Saturday. ·,.-
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.the 
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of -t. he 
and d 
. ,. ( 
r e s p o n s e-• · 
If you'd like to be part of the committee that 
brings . eritertainment to the campus .... come 
to the organiZationa~ meeting of · SCOPE ... 
TUESDAY7 PM 
DECEMBER 5th 
MERRIMACK RM., MUB 
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••1 · .. •• ·~ .. ·~ .. H, ot something to say? Got something to sell? Put it in ·:~ ii ·~ .. 
!!i THENEW,HAMPSHIRECLASSIFIEDS! '!! ••1 •• ••1 •• .. ,.. .. 
iii- AND LET THE CAMPUS. HEAR YOU!! ··_ jj 
==~- -:: ·~ .. 
55j· (Just fill out this form and bring it to_ the Advertising -55 ••1 •• . 
551 Office,Rm.ll0B, MUB, it's that EASY!) 55 ·~ .. ·~ .. ••1 •• .. , .. 
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Comics 
The Daily Commuter Puz~le 
ACROSS 
1 Dread 
5 ·Plant fiber · 
10 Tool place 
14 lmp·ulse 
15 Ladle 
16 Blood: prE;3f. 
17 Expired 
· 18 Water lily 
19 Rainbow 
20 Devote 











·37 In the past 
38 Play a part 
39 Gardner of 
trims . 
40 YMCA word 
42 Grum,py 





49 Container · for 
liquids 






26 Step ·heavily 
27 Boring tool 
28 ,.,_, ear and 
out ' .... " 
29 Stage setting 
30 Glad.den 
31 Watercourse 
32 Time periods 
35 Seraglio 







50 Shoe material 
51 Torpor 
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59 . Mo.re pleasant 
61 Falana of 
song 
62 Stir 
63 Destroy by 
deg:rees 
64 Coup . d' ·-




1 Cartoon· Elmer 
2 PA port 
3 On in years 
4 Phones again 






9 Gr. letter 
10 Sign · of a kind 




· 23 Liquid meas . 
25 Worri·es 
AKBAR ATIRACTIONS IN ASSOCWION WITH ,JEFF PROMOTIONS ,, 
PROU·DLY PRESENT . 
-~X'l'RAVA6A~'2.A · 




·11-i~~EI..S * 1"-ITEQ.M\SSlOI\J 
CON\t~(:, Soow ,-o A ah~\C. NeACl ~OIJ!t:' 
JA~J. iq-30' \ CA,JCEl.~e.i,] . WERNaiS WHl"L.':1~U, 
J,::\N. 31. . , soi.o ovr J OLD MALL. ~tJG LOT B · 
FE.B. 1.:. 2. I OELAYED 1 (.,US1'ERS FQOSlY~V VsA 
-F E.B. 3 (i)OOt:> T\){ STIL'-° A\lAI t. t-1\E..LS \ ce. PIT 
*~~~~ . 
''CAR"TOON-i~aA.EO 1"00Q\t-lo· \CE.-SHOWS ARE ~OUR. SST E~lNMENT VALUE" · 
. . . . . . -
C 
. ,' ,' \' 
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University .· Cqmics 
SUPERGUY by Kurt[ Krebs . 
OKAY-DOES ANYB 
J<NCJW WJ-J£R£ TJ-/ · 
ROBt?TIC 
. J9UST 
WHAT. .N.H. SOLD 
HE R0B0-R-k 




13Y Jot1N H1RTLE ! ----------. 
GREAT- NOW WE'RE ONE SHU, UP/ 
R~A, SHORT. ANY 
OTHER &00D NEWS? 
I'M · GRA VU/lT!NG-
THI.S D£.CEMER11 
· · . ·· · 'lJeatfi in :J{eavina -'Ifie 9vf edia Cfii{c{ · 'By Jeff Jfanis 
: How coul..D You co/v!MIT · 
. ; __ 5.UCH A COWARDLY ACT -~- . 
! AGAIN5T YOUR FELLow· . ·. 
'. 5ALVADoRAN5 ? HOT~L 5 '.· 
'dITfJ A/V/ER.ICAN · GR£ EN . 
. · BERfT5. :.. REALLY! _ 
,. HOW' Do you· EXPLAIN .. 
'_ :·-- YQUR5EL f? 
. · I DO){T CARE ·\,.,/HAT CONGXf 55 . 
5AY5. Jl.J5T ·KEEf D/iMGCRAcx 5AFE 
:fN THAT THERE" ·5;,t.YAD6R. . 
•,. . ------ ·. -- . . .• ---- /--~--- --
TSTIANI -
-~~~~.~~-~-~~--~ - ~--,--,-- ~ -------------
. \ I I I ,, , \ , , 
'--
Cl . ·~· '~ .·  . .ass, ,1e-(d;I .. .. ! 
WHIRLPOOL-WASHER/DRYER 
STACKABLE. Paid $750 asking 
$400. Useq almost one year - 3 
years old. Call Donna 742-1750 
KASTI,E RX-GS ski w/Marker M 
46 binding 200 cm. $140.00 call 
Lee at 424 7 or 868-9699 
For sale: Commodore · 128 
c6mpbl_ter, Commodore. 1571 disk 
drive, MPS 803 printer, word 
proc~ssing di,sk, $200 for 
everything. Call 868-1986 
1982 CHEV. CAV. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. NEW TIRES, 
EXHAUST AND WATER PUMP. NO 
RUST. $1,250 CALL PAUL 743-
3560 
SERIOUS MOUNTAIN BIKE FOR 
SALE. GAINT.A1740 $300 WEkL 
MAINTAINED wmI UPGRADED 
PARTS; NEED$ FORMYCAR868-
5373 
4 Goodyear Vectors Pl65/80Rl3 
$40orB.O., lGoodyearEagleGT+4 
Pl95/60 HR14 $15 or B.O., 1 
Goodyear Eagle GTP 195 /60 HRl 5 
$15 or B.O ... CALL 868-1823 ASK 
FOR KIM 
(•1ra111111a1 
. A FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALLING 
-PLUS RAIS UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 
10 DAYS. · .Student groups, 
fraternities and sororities needed 
for marketing project on campus. 
For details plus your FREE GIIT, 
Group officers call l -800:.. 765-84 72 
ext 50 · 
Partially ;u,rnished apartment R~ommat~ wanted: Dover Duplex · . DURHAM: Aparbnent to share for 
. behind. Beta a'!'aifahle for O.NE a~ailable -·. spring: semester; two females. Full kitchen, -Large 
FEMALE , ROOMMATE, Spring furnished, single room, _$250/ living room Quiet & walking 
semester: Please cal1 Anne, 868- month plus • utilities on Karl-van . distance to UNH $250/mo./each 
1574. route. Call Karin 743-4960 plus utilities. Lease - Call Paul at 
SUBLET - DOVER 
2 BEDROOMS; HEAT INCLUDED, 
5 MIN FROM CAMPUS $283/ 
MONTH EACH PERSON, KITCHEN, 
ETC. AVAILABLE 2ND 
SEMESTER CALL742-8468 
. Two. fe.males needed for two 
bedroom oh campus apartment. · 
$275 per month. Call after 7 pm -
ask for Lisa 868-5982. 
2 FEMALES W AN'IED to share 3 
bedroom Durham house with grad. 
house newly renovated, furnished, 
oil heat, yard, garden, parking, on 
Kari Van. $300/-rnonth. call Deb 
868-5855 or 938-2027. 
EASTMAN PROPERTIES 868-2578 
DO YQU WANT TO BE WHERE 
THE ACTION IS? · Gorgeous :·2 Bedroom Apt: ~vailablefor next 
apartment literally rightnextqoor ·semester. Quiet, private l9cation 
to tlie post office, nier~ sec9nds : ·m'Lee, ·;cFIEAP-RENT. Call 659-
. from.all thebats~ Youdon'thaveto ' ·.7978 or_.868-2861' 
I drink ancldrivel This, my friends, . 
. is y0ur ' \Jig _chance: · ·- Int,eresfed · I NEED-A ROOMMATE.I' DO YOU 
· femtilei' oa'.lf 868-'5311 and ask for WANTTOLIVEINALARGESUNNY 
Kirn. APARTMENT ,_:· CLOSE . TO _ 
I . , . . 
Apartment for RENT - Downtown 
Dover, 3 bedrooms, upi;;tairs; 
kitchi::n, living rnom, & full bath. 
downstairs. On KariVan route. 5 
miles to UNH. $650/mo. + 
electricity (approx. $8.00/mo.) Call 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED? If 
hardwood floors; sillldeck;bigyard, 
front por~h, basement, otf · street 
parking a:p.d huge · rooms sounds 
good to you then give me·a callfor 
detruls. · M~go 7 43-0921 ,'. . 
1981 - Ford Escort - One owner -
Inspected -well maintained -$495 
- Ca11 I~ at 868-9622 
83 SUBARU 4WD WAQON, NO 
RUST; RUNS GREAT, POWER 
EVERYTHING, · AM/FM 
CASSETTE, MUST' SELL. . $2400 . 
OR'B.O. 207-439-2587 
Student _sep.ate is looking for an GREAT LOCATION! Garrison Ave. 
Office Assistant for the second 2 Female roommates wanted for 
semester. For more information spring semester. For more info 
call the Student Senate Office, 862- contact Lisa or Erica at 868-6732. 
1424. Ask forTom Hall or Ann.-' '-' · 
:f:::::::~tes peeded for 111111111111;1, 
apartment on Main: St: Durham. 
Available for second semester REWARD: LOST .:-: man's ring w/ 
$287 /month utilities included . · · ,'crest. FamPyheirloom,sentimerital 
Great lo~ationl Cp,ll ~68-1426 vahie.: Contact KI:istil'l, Congreve , 
'84 HONDA CRX. AM-FM 
CASSETTE, AIR, NEW ENGINE, 
NO RUST, LOW MILEAGE, MUST 
SELL·~ GOING OVERSEAS, $3,500 
CALL·'868-3i 16 
For sale: Commadore 128 
Compi.lter, Commadore 1571 Disk 
Drive·; MPS 803 Printer & word 
proces.sing disk, asking $200 for 
compl~te unit. call 868-1986. 
Real occasion, from person leaving 
the country! 1985 Ford Escort L, 
four doors, hatchback, automatic, · 
Marie Elek 
NE'EDED Experienced SHOE 
SALESPERSON atPentucketShow 
.· Store 48 Congress S~. Downtown 
Portsmouth call 427-0040 
Durham Infant Centei needs a 
fulltime chilp.care worker and a 
part time aid. Good benefits. Call 
868-1335 
"ATTENTION: F;ARN MONEY 
READING BOOKS!" $32,000/y~ 
income potential. Details C!I,602-
838-8885 ext. BK 18587 "\ ':' •t 
"MAKE EASY HOLIDAY MONEY" 
Earn $500 for every 100 envelopes 
stuffed. Send a self-addressed 
~tamped . e_nvelope to: "EASY 
-MONEY" PO Box 642311 Chicago, 
lL .f30664-231 l 
- 49,800' miles, good· winter and 
summer tires, AM-FM stereo, no 
rust, very good c~ridition, worth 
$3,500 ~ best offer- at?-Y time 603- . 
436-6826 , NEEDED Experienced SHOE 
SALESPERSON atPentucketShow 
Store 48 Congress ST. Downtown 
600R, · Portsmouth call 427-0040 
FOR SALE ·- MUST SELL 
1986 Kawasaki l'.'JINJA 
2 1,500 Miles 
Runs excellent, oil changed every 
1,500 miles , 
Vance & Hines exhaust, Red, White 
&Blue 
Asking $1,200 or Best Offer. 431-
4951 · 
No answer, leave message. 
1988 Polaris Indy Sport 340cc . 
skimobile. Only 418 miles. Mint 
condition. Must sell - need $$ for 
school, $2,200; J;>lease call Teresa -
at 743-0906 
AN OVATION GUITARFOR$50.00? 
( 
A FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALLING. 
PLUS RAISE UPID $1,700 IN ONLY 
10 DAYS. Student groups, 
fraternities and sororities needed 
for marketing project on campus. 
For details plus your FREE GIFf, 
Group officers call 1-800-765-8472 
.ext50 ' . . 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-$2,000 
mo. Summer, yr. round, All 
countries, . All fields. Free Info. 
WriteIJC, POBox:52-NHOl Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
WHAT'STHATCATCH? CRACKED. ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
VARNISH AND PICKGUARD, BUT · READING BOOKS! $32,000/year 
STILL'PLAYS GREAT. CALL DIRK income potential. Details (1) 602-
AT 659-8286. 838-8885. Ext .. BK 18587 
·. ' 
AIR TICKET: Sarasota to Atlant~. 
Jan. 8 . Cost .over $200 -yours· for 
$100. Call 868-9635 
. _ . , FEMALES! HAVE ALL THE 
1894 SUBARU STATION WAGON. COMFORTS OF HOME in homey 
GL-10. MOSfOPTIONS. NO RUST . . Newmarket house . second 
SPOTLESS- INTERlOR GREAT . semester! Roomy, cable 1V, on 
CONDITION. $4,000 EVEN OR -Coast bus route, washer, low rent 
BEST .. MUST SEE. 868-5122. . at $205/month plus utilities. A 
U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 
Camouflage clothing, fieldjackets, 
boots, -overcoats, hoods-flyers 
coyeralls, snow camo. · T.hurs. Fri. 
Sat. 12:00-5:00 p.m. Rte. 4 
Nort~wood Ridge · 942:5378 
MUST SEEi Sorry, no pets or 
smokers. Call Leslie or Abi at 659-
2386. 
Rooms for rent at AGR, spring . 
semester. Social privileges. Call 
Andre at 868-9859. 
January rental bedroom in 
Newmarket. Newly · renovated 
house 200 month washer dryer 
dishwashex: clean comfortable K-
van Charlotte 659-8321 
, 333. 2-4150'. _No qoesµons. 
Happy, happy, happy Birth-
Beautifulhomeynewduplex, I need 
to subiet my room. Large yard, 
deck, W /D, dishwasher, 1 1/2 
baths, W /W carpeting. A "must 
se.e" Call 659-5942. Leave 
message. located in Lee. 
EXETER ROOM FOR RENT day Deb J!opkinslll 
Furnished, spacious bedroom/ 
sitting room with private bath. _ CHRISTA C~.: PLEASE 
Kitchen and laundry privileges. GO OUT WITI-1 ME~ I'M SO FR.US-
Nice home in desirable Exeter . TRATED AND, -I CAN'T STAND IT 
HELP.,. I NEED A PLACE TO LIVE neighborhood. $300 month; non.:. . ANY LONGER. CALL ME, AN-
OVERX-MAS BREAK IN DURHAM smokers, references. 603 778-1361TH __ O_NY_._.,, ________ _ 
ORPO.RfSMOUTHONCOASTBUS . , Honkerlll . 
ROUT.Et D,AWN 862-4566 OR862- 2 .BEDROOM HOME NEAR NIPPO Justseeingifyourpayingattention. 
·!t•:57-4Q_--=;i~ "'"J; '''"~"'~ '·' ;' •;,, ':' ·":•adLF\eotJNSE IN B'ARRINGTON Good luck with the season 
. . . ;. "- ' . 12 MILES TO u:NI-i"'-' , . ~ 
Large (500 sqr. ft.) studio apt. 
Newmarket. Available Dec 2. 
$350/mth includes heat, off stre€t 
_ parking. ' security deposit. No dogs. 
Call 659-7_173 
BEAUTIFUL VIEWS 




EXPOSED BEAM CEILING & LOFf 
Main St. Apt. Greatlocati9n. ' 1 WOOD/COAL/ELECTRIC HEAT 
f~male needed to share lg. apt. WELL INSULATED 




Male roo~te needed: l bedroom 
apt. Downtown Dw;ham. $-1350 
semester. Open min~ needed: For " · FEMALE roommate wanted in-
info call Wayne at 7 42-7636. private home in Durham for next 
Walk to classes, .share house with 
four awesome guys, $245 a month 
- includes hot water. · Avail. spring 
semester. Call 868-6413 · · 
Roommate, Pol'tsmouth;· non 
smoker, no pets, clean, responsible, 
student e>r p1"9fessional for in-town 
roomy home on Karivan. Call· for 
details after 5:00, 436-0688 
MALE . WANTEDII Housing 
available spring semester in 2 
bed!'Qom apartment to share with . 
a studious roommate. Please call 
862-4659, leave message. 
3 furnished single rooms available, 
for spring·· semester on Madbwy ' 
Road. , Parking and laundry 
· facilities availaple. Please call 868-
5106 
1 studio space available - non livc-
in, good working space. Rend neg. 
$75.00 -$ i25.00. Portsmouth 436-
7882 
Female roommate wanted. Own 
bedroom with kitchen privileges, 
no pets. $275 a month ·includes 
everything. Located on Eastern 
Ave . in R0chester. Call Bobbie 
Dianne 332-6335 - unlisted 
semester. Special rates for person 
working way through school Call-
.868-~42 l. 
Want~d: Female roommate for 
spring sem, to share duplex in 
Durham with 3 others. · -very 
spacious - 2 1/2 baths,- fireplace, 
wasµer, dryer, <;lishwasher, garage 
and screen.porch. Fully fum!shed. 
$300/mo + utilities. Call heather 
at. 868-7238 
. STUDENT RENTALS - Durham -
All Walking Distance to . UNH . 
Private Room $235.00/Mo. 
Woodman Ave. - In~l. All Utilities 
Private Room -$275.00/Mo. 
Woodm~n Ave. - Shc!Ted Kitchen/ 
Bath, Incl. All Utilities 
2 BR Apt. $850.00/Mo. Park Ct. -:-
Incl. heatand Hot Water 
NEWMARKET- 1 BR$430.00/Mo., 
2 BR$480/Mo., 3BR$650.00/Mo. 
- All apartments on Coastal Bus 
System. Lorraine DAYS: 659-
2303 EVENINGS: 868-2578 
Newmarket studio : includes hot 
water, parking, launderette, full 
bath, panelled,' carpet€d $335 / mo 
+ heat. No pets, sec: deposit, lease. 
659-2655. 
To anyone interested in living in a 
unique . cultural environment on 
th~ UNH campus: Smith Hall_ 
international is ·now accepting 
applications for the Spring 1990 
semester. Applications available 
at SMITH Hall. ApplicaU.on 
deadline: December 6. 
SOYLET GREEN IS PEOPLE. 
SQYLENT GREEN IS PEOPLE .. . 
SOYLEN'.f GREEN IS PEOPLE .. . 
SOYLENT GREEN IS PEOPLE .. . 
SOYLEN'( GREEN IS PEOPLEIII . 
DEAR TERESA . 
YOU M.E. MADWOMAN - IS THAT 
A HICKEY ON YOUR -NECK? 
-Your Sunday Night Lover T.G. 
Hey Jules I. ffhe ~me who also lived 
. with the Anti-Christ, aka MAC) Call 
mell 
Marty "Can't get a d~te" Goodman 
·Don't despair - there's 1still time, 
although I wouldn't hold my breath 
ifI were you - a lifetime is a longtime . 
Keep trying! -
Your EX-ROOMATE. -The Greek 
To •Kim ·"WERDY" Grtm 
My . NEW HAMPSHIRE love 
bunny! You can save a seat for me , , 
anytime; in SAFC oraanywhere ~lse 
your heart desires -Ted · · 
Barrera, Chadooume, Cheries 
-The Semester From Hell is almost 
over - We must keep chugging! -
ONLY 3 SEMESTERS uEFTI 
(Maybe 4) "T-X Rules" -Grim-bee-
lasl 
Kathy - Here is the personal you 
always wanted. ' Have a Great 
Birthday. Aren't you glad you're · 
191 Love Mike 
1983 Renault Alliance. 4 spd new 
tires, brakes, clutch. Ex~llent 
interior/ exterior. Engine needs 
some work. $500 or B.O. Call 
Eves. 432~284Q. 
Incredible Condo to be subletted to 
nonsmoking female for spring 
semeste~. - One space available. 
Less than 4 II?-iles . from campus 
(Newmarket) and .RIGHT ON Coast 
bus route. Place is BEAUTIFUL Newmarket 2 room efficiency, 
DURHAM: · GREAT apartment 
Furnished for 1 or 2 Females to 
share. Madbury Road. · Hot water 
& partial heat incld. Walk to UNH 
1 mile Ava.Hable now oL, J~. 
se~~ster- ,M~yorlonger. Lo~n~: 
STU- If you can get me somevcxlka 
to drink tomorrow night I'd really 
· appreciate ~t. Give those losers hell. 
· with ten foot wh;ldows, loft, two · parking, launderette, panelled, A/ 
bathroom~. full kitchen: fully C full bath, sec; deposit~l<!ase, no 
furnished; catpetect, hew: $300l ·.· pets. $335/rrio · + utiliti~s. ·· 659:.. 
month. Those interested call Laura 2655 
at 659-3438 or 1-4 72-5425 
Days: 659-2303 Evenings: 868-
2578 1 
HEY 
Kevin, l thought yQti were. 
going to win the war'/ HACK, 
GAG,ACKHH,RECCH- CHOKE. 
-. 
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TANNING BEDS 
DONT PAY MEMBERSHIP FEES! 
SORORITIES + FRATERNITIES, 
BUYYOUROWNTANNING BED. 2 
USED BEDS AVAILABLE. 431-
7076 9-6M-F 
WANT TO PARfY? HEY WENCH: How 'bout them 
FREE TRIPS, CASH, . INTENSIVE BALLS and beer cans?! Bed spins? 
FUNII Lying across rocks! and drooling 
Student sun/ski tour operator chocolate ice cream on teddy. No 
seeks fun-loving ··· campus more dinner wine for you. XO: 
representatives. Call HI-LIFE 1- -· ·LBW+ B 
Get i:eadyforthe holidays! I Natural 
' Cosmetics and Skin Care is coming 
to the MUB on Wed; Dec. 6 from 
9:00 am-5:00pm. If we can assist 
you; please drop by ~d bring a 
friend. ' 
Karen ... Three more, only three 
more. But I'm bummed, even if you 
an;n't. Boohoo hoo. 
· WANTING to purchase 6 string 
acoustic guj.tar in good condition. 
Prefei;: Martin, Guilo or Ovation, 
Call Gary l -436-3824 
B of A TEAM: .A senior doing the 
walkqfshame - from both Hetzle & 
Sawy~r - but no scooping, Right?! 
Nciw snow angles on campus -
Blame it on ·the BACARDI. B-
Softhe'A-team': DrinkingBEFORE 
a date? " What . the hell? Coming 
'with us wouldn't have gotten you 
much, fui-t:4er - only drunk. 
. Love - Usl 
PS Now who's-the s~ond chick? 
Let's chat! 
Andrea and ~~n -~d Rita ... ho'w 
:· were yout .. Thank5-givings? Will I 
gef to see_ ·you soon? · 
800-263-5604 
FREE NEWSPAPERS! 'BUNDLES 
-+' BUNDLES -to be giv~n away! If 
you need some or can help us -
please call The New Hampshire @ 
862-1323. 
Walk to classes, share house with 
four awesome guys, $245 a month 
includes wheat' Avail. Spring 
Semester Call 868-6413 
Adoption: Vermont family · (UNH 
alumni) with 2 adopteq children 
offers loye, laughter and security 
toytmrinfant. We long to complete 
our family. Can we help each 
other? Call Mary and Paul collect 
at (·802) 375-2507 
STUDIOUS MALE ROOMMATE 
WANTEDFORSPRINGSEMESTER 
TO SHARE .2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT. FOR INFO CALL 
862-4659 
Chris, 
Thanks for a WONDERFUL 
evening. Hope to see you. again, 
soon. HAPPY BIRrHDAY - your 
present awaits you! 
Lori 
. Help Wanted- Looking fdr two 
COME HEAR DOUG SELFE, A ·. females •to .travel to · Santa Fe aI).d 
JUVENILE SERVICE OFFICER, start own business selling jewelry. 
SPE!\KAOBlJfHIS-JOBTUESDAY, _ Mor<; info to camel . 
DECEMBER 5 AT 4:00PM IN 
HORfON RM 4 (SPONSORED BY 
THE JUSTICE STUDIES 
DEPARTMENI1. 
Attention: · DECEMBER '89 GRADS 
· WENCH: Most people don't hang 
our of car wi_ndows on Sunday 
night,justwhatwere YOUtryingto 
catch? :· · 
LBW - 18 DAYS i..EFTIII 
So much to do I How will we do it? 
Come on over and have a glass of 
wine and we'll chat. B. 
W.J .J. - I love you and yes you 
-:makeme happy ... I.know ... Ditto. 
Love, . ·Mary 
John Kelleyllllll Who would have 
thought of USAir?????? 
Movie: uHolyTerror" Rm. 4Horton 
7:30pm FREE · Dec. 4th - a 
documentary on the Religious New 
Right. A must for all who are 
interested in Politics or Religion. 
ACE! A PERSONAL! You're truly ·a _ 
man among men. 
ADOPT~ON: Miracle Wanted. 
Nancy, Bill & little Sean will cherish 
your precious newborn. Your_ 
wishes matter. Call collect eves 
(802)766-2:v~ 
TO the BFOthers & Associate 
Members ofLamdachiAlpha, Thak 
you for helping me through my 
. painful and difficult week. Thanks, 
Bryan. _ 
Kras~ You're crazy! ·Your 
friend. If you are . interested in recd.Ying 
your complimentary yearbook for 
1989 INSTEAD of'or 1990. - Please · Eric Blo
nda · - Where are the 
Incredible Condo to be subletted 
1
' · • d h lcl k 
stop by the Granite Office - Room newwm s ie . wipers you eep 
:;:ifu~~~~e f~=-f~~a~fu.~~~-· ... l25_MU~ (~r"le.~v~ua _not~ '¥1 ~apie , ."::•~~ikfi~:1:iJ:~e ~n : ai~n: 
Less than 4 miles from -campus + diploma ' adcdres sl) or call t862- , 
(Newmarket) and RIGHT ON Coast 1599, . . 
btis route. Place is BEAUTIFUL Sony, Tom, Jim+ Bill -
wf,th ten foot windows, loft, two Many teams we did kill. We 
bathrooms, full kitchen, · fully certainly did kick some ass. Not 
fl,J!ITiished~ carpeted, new. $300/ withe1ut our great QB's pass. 
month. Those interested call Laura Touchdowns came with some ease. 
at 659-3438 or 1-472-5425 Being the champs was a breeze. , 
To the person that took my blue 
Eastpak from Huddleston on 
Monday 13th. Thanks for returning 
the bag, but how about my histoiy 
of China notebook. Not having it 
destroyed me on the test, so why 
not return it? · -the fine isn't 
cumulative. Leave it at the 
_ commuter transfer center (like you 
· did with my bag) with my name so 
· they can get if to me ~r leave it at 
my door, (PaulWaldner, Engelhardt 
Rm 314). Knowing you have a 
respectful sense of your moral 
character and another's property, I 
feel confident my notebook will be 
returned. 
·. Raisin 
Movie: "Holy Terror" Rm 4 Horton 
7:30PM FREE Dec. 4th - a 
documentary on the Religious New 
Right. A must for all who are 
intere;ted in Politics or Religion. 
ATTENTION ORGANIZATONSI 
Need Money?? How does a 200% 
return on each item sold squpd?? 
I have a hot, new product that sells 
on sightll Complete instructions 
onhowtosetupwithjusta$100.00 
ORLESSII Formorceinfo., write to: 
Classic Designs, Suite 170, 730 
M., Rte. lOiA, Menimack, New 
Hampshire 03054. 
Thanks for helping us be number 
one. Thankstenner's tightends for 
all the Jun. P.S. We love you tool 
P.P.S. Beers on you. P.P.P.S. 
Thanks Brad and Stowe for the bell 
1 + thanks for the wave it su~ was 
swell. Love, Karen, Sharla + Lauri · 
Movi~: "Holy Terror" Rm. 4 Horton 
7:30pm Free Dec 4th - a 
· documentary on the Religious New 
Right. A must for all who are 
interested in Politics or Religion. 
To Slut: · 
CONGRATULATIONS! Youarenow 
an official member or'the LBW, B, 
W gang! Your Mpersonal" life will 
now be_ expo~ed to all of UNH. 
To Gail: My lusty ~ove of my life. 
How you make me sweat at night. 
Oh; lets do it again sometime. 
TO THE "A" TEAM: 
We love you all ~o ·dearly, but if you 




December Grads: If you have any 
extra · tickets to commencement 
please call me. Michelle 868-9930 
Yo Wench - How was the rock you 
passed out on? I thought you only 
If you are transferring to a new like soft objects?! LBW + B 
college next semester and want to · SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA! 
makesomequickcashcontactDeb Come join us for FUN in the SUN! 
at 868-5629 For more information call Rob at 
Weather Update for March 17-241 
Durham: Freezing rain, gray and 
gross, 35. JAMAICA: High 80's, 
sunny, perfect drinking on the 
beach weather! Call Kee and Renee 
at 868-21771, 
868-6020. 
JEFF OBER - I think we're 
playing with the wrong balls. Let'·s 
move on to a different game. You 
,know who. 
Want to meet, live, and work 
with international students 
from around the world? Smith 
hall Internatipnal is now 
accepting applications for , the 
Spring 1990 seinester. Pick up 
an application from the Hall 




New strategy ... 
uTo cure the HOT LUSTIES, 
launch a DIRECT ATTACK. 
ASAP" Time is running out, 
· (and we are getting bored 
waiting) ... 
Love, your cohorts in crime. 
Movie: ~Holy Terror" Rm. 4 
. Horton 7:30pm FREE De~. 4th 
- _a documentary • on the 
Religious New Right. A must 
for all who are interested ·in 
Politics or Religion . . 
TO THE R -6 DINNER CREW: 
Those were the most athletically 
inclined BALLS I've ever had for · 
dinner. . .bowling balls? 
softballs? shotputs?? Yum 
Yum! My, they were awefully 
BIG, weren't they?? P.S. -They 
were MEATBALLS. 
Memo from Lusty Bed Wench, 
Bitch and Wench; 
To those of you who know who 
weare -
One of us LUSTS one of you, 
One of us LUSTS two of you, 
One of us HAS one of you. 
So there! 
To those 6 great gqys on Young 
Dr. Giveusacalll Wemissyoul 
Love, your cute female 
counterparts in the white house. 
Hi Jon, Since you're there 
anc! I'm here, I thought I'~ say Hi! 
I'm sorry. You know that. Love ME. 
Professional Word Processing, 
Resume Writing, Editing and 
Writing Services. Discounts rates 
for students. A.H.H Executives 
692-5369 7 days/wk. 
· WORD PROCESSING. · Services 
include resumes, papers, reports, 
desktop publishing, mailing lists/ 
· labels, , transcription. Quality 
guaranteed. Student discounts 
plus 10%offfornewclients. Pickup 
and delivery available . . Call Cindy 
at Words & More at (207) 324- · 
1834. 
Professional Word Processing for 
your resume, reports, 
documentation, manuscripts, 
· thesis, ~tc;. Experienced, effic_ient, · 
reasonable rates ,' quick-return. 
Call Flash. Fingers (Janet Boyle), 
659-3578. 
Professional typing services I High 
quality work at reasonable rate. 
For a copy of a price list, please call 
Kris at 742-1515 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
Professional quality, very 
reasonable prices, spelling 
· accuracy included. Ca,11. Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037. · · 
TYPING/WO-RD PROCESSING, 
Professional Quality, very, 
. reasonable prices, spelling 
accuracy included. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037, Dover. 
For rent. Garage space. Dry, 
insulated. In Lee. $50 per month. 
868-2687 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
Professional Quality, ve,ry 
reasonabl~ prices, spelling 
accuracy included. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037, Dover. 
WRITING-RESEARCH-EDITING 
Versatile, expert staff. 
Fast service, reasonable rates. 
800-331-9783 ext. 888 
Get into self-defense and exerci~e 
at HWANG'S · SCHOOL OF 
TAEKWON-DO 42 Main St. Dover; 
7 43-6500. , Call now for special 
semester rates. 
CUT THIS OUT AND SAVEi You 
may need it for Valentine's Day, 
the Birthday, the anniversary or 
graduation. Caricatures and . 
sketch poi-traits. Individuals, 
couples, groups, kids, . and pets . 
We · can work from photos. 
Professional artist. Call Bob at 
868-2843. 
,-·-----------------~~ I HAPPY BIRTHDAY, OEBB/El-f:OPK_INS. · I , 







Christmas Tree Sale: 
. . ~ ' . 
November 29- * 
.. Decem_ b. er 14, 1989 
On the porch of · ,· 
Pettee Hall · 




but save some 
· smoochers for us! 
Sponsored by: 




PRESCHOL, KINDERGARTEN AND 
TODDLER SPACES AVAILABLE; 
FULL AND PART TIME OPENINGS FOR CHILDREN 
AGES 2-6. LET YOUR CHILD EXPERIENCE THE JOY _OF 
DISCOVERY THROUGH A HANDS ON APPROACH TO 
LEARNING. SUPER TEACHER/ CHILD RATIOS, ST ATE 
LICENSED AND LOCATED SOCIALIZATION FILL 
YOUR CHILD'S DAY. 
_ Call 659-5047 · Live and Learn Day Care JI. 
for more information. IRI 
( 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE Fi 
_·APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
) 
- -STUDIO and ONE BEDROOMS 
- l st MONTH RENT FREE 
Quiet country setting conveniently 




*no pets please 
CRICKET BROOK APARTMENTS 
~·· • ·- -·. . .. ~ -" .. t 
_ 93 Henry Lot A venue 
Dover, NH 742-3234 
Yo!: Ho:1 Hot 
o Off Clothing -
t the Cat's Closet 
Fri., Sat., Sun. 
(Dec 1;2,3) 
.. MID-YEAR BREAK 
. - C . Speclal . ·one-Wee_k Course . 
JANUARY 2 .THAU 6 - DAYS: 9AM-5PM 
. . 
LEARNill=ilQ .. 
. . BARTENDING . 
-EARN EXTRA 1-NCOME 
- .GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING .AT 
-MASTER BARTENDERSCHOOL li'S-
EASY AND FUN .. TEL. (603) 659 - 3718 -
CALL MASTER - BARTENDER SCHOOL OR WRIT-E ............ -..................................... .... 
-TODAY 84 Main Street 
1-800-777 -7901 
. 41 5-586-3900 
Newma.rket, N.H. 03857 
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- Highly reVvOrd~ng 
COLLEGE GRADS B· A/ . . -overseas for . . 
opsportu1~!~~~ers to sh~re their - . 
B. · se_ · Afnco, 
skills with people in . 
Asia and Latin America: . 
PEACE GORPS 
Information Session pane o re µrn 
_Tuesday, Dec. Sth volunteers will descri 
7-9pm _ their experien~ an 
orum Room, Diamond Library answ~ questions. 
HOLY TERROR ..... 
A 4ocumentary abo'u.t the. . . 
Religious New Right. 
-interviews with· Jesse Helms; ·, · 
Pat Robertson and others . 
-excerpts Jrom T.V. news of bomb-
ings ·and arsons of abortion clinics_ 
Mon. Dec~ 4 
· 7:30 pm 
Horton Rm. 4 
FREE 
An alarming portrayal of the 
New Right and· their Politica-1 
Ambitions .in America 
" ... truly terrifying ... an importa!1,t, informative film -
not to be missed by t{tose who consider tliemse{ves 
po£itica{{y aware." _ --'Bou{der 'lJai{y Camera 
Funded by PFO 
C 
~~tild~4:~~4FY 
By Brian Brady 
1 
\ ~y Do~;~~-~~eo. Macln-
The men's hoc~ey .team tyre assisted on the_ goal~ . 
played three· non-conference St,. La\}7Tence reestablished 
games during_!he holiday week. the lead with two early _ third 
The Ca~.· cc;lme away from th~ .period goals to make the score 
matchupswith a 1-1-1 record, 4-2. Scott Morrow .scored at 
as they defe_ated Brown , tied 8:08 to make the score 4-3, St. 
St. -Lawrence and lost to Min- . Lawrence. !Joe. Flanagan and . 
nesota. . . Savo Mitrovic assisted on the 
The qolden Gophers ofthe goal: , 
University of Minnesota came · Klym, who won the game's 
· to Snively Arena last Saturday first star award, tied the con-
----•- night. The ~eat-s-outshoi. th.!:!L ~.J~st al 16: 30-to make the final . 
opponents" 34-27, but the only 4=~--- Goaltenaer Pat · Szturm- -
statistic that really counted turned away 37 St. Lawrence . 
pointed to an easy Gopher vie- shots including five in over-
tory, 4-0. Goaltender Jeff Stolp time. 
fired the shutout. The last time the hockey 
The news was slightly team experienced victory was 
better last Friday night as UNH way back yonder on Wednes-
came back from a late two goal day night; November 21 when 
deficit to tie St. Lawrence of the they celebrated the Thanksgiv_-
ECAC 4-4. · ing break with a 4-2 wih over 
With St. Lawrence leading Brown University in Rhode Is-
,7,,~4~ ! · ~~~;:i~ s:::!i::';!,"!e~;r.:i · land. Jeff Lazaro and Mitrovlc 
The Morrow brothers. Scott and Steve. have contributed 11 points for the Wildcats this goal at 9:29 into the stanza to each paced the offensive attack 
seas~n~ _ (Mike Pamham photo) ' cut the deficit to 2-1. Mark with two _ goals a piece while 
McGinn and Greg Klym as- Amodeo~registered four assis~~-Reruin der: The UNH men's basketball game scheduled . sisted on the goal. 'Pat Morrison had 34 saves and 
for . N9vember 30 against bartmoutb will be played on The 'Cats tied the contest got the win in goal. 
" . - • 1 just 23 seconds later on a goal Dec;·ember 12 at 5:30 p.m.'1at Lundholm Gymnasium _ . ___ _ 








H A Y D 
S P O R 
E N . 
T S 
Name: Domenic Amodeo 
Sport: Men's Hockey 
So., Center, Mississauqua, ONT. 
Domenic exploded when paired 
with wings Jeff Lazaro (LW) and 
Greg Klym (RW) entering_ the 
week. He assisted on all four goals 
in the 4-2 win at Brown on 
Tuesday, the.most points by a 
Wildcat since Steve Horner had 2 
goals p.Ild 3 assists vs. Yale on 
January 11. He then added a goal, 
and assisted on Greg Klym's tying 
tally with 3:30 left in the 
regulation 4-4 tie vs. St. Lawrence 
Friday~ Domenic had six shots to 
lead the 'Cats against Minnesota, · 
but UNH lost, 4-0. -
Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every Tuesday, · 










continued fro111 page 3 2 
r~tuming starters D~n~~!1 ~d _ --~!:!g .Hie t?,p.ghes_t schedule in 
Fitz. Donlon, who has t1:tree.- ·the history of the program, but 
point range and a knack of should fare well with experi-
picking up the tempo with quick" enced players such as Dorsch, 
transition, will find the ball in Fitz, McCaroll, and Donlon. The, 
her hands most often. · tearn;s depth is an added plus 
.. We need to get the ball in~ which will assist in the neces-
her hand~," said Sanborn. · · sacy development of working 
Playing_ off-guard is Ritz. as a unit. · · 
She is best known for her out- With the win, the lady 'Cats 
standing defense. However, she will again take the road, this 
proved to be another offensive time to Duke University for the 
threatSundaywhilehittingher weekend where they will play 
first five jump shots entering in the .. Dial Classic." 
· the second half. 
The lady 'Cats may be fac-
n IT WILL BEGIN TO LOOK LIKE CHRISTMAS n 
AT 
DURHAM RED CROSS HOLIDAY BLOOD DRIVE 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 4 THROUGH FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8 
12 NOON to 5 PM 
.-✓ (,,Y-..,.,,q.~y,. AT 
, . ';l,· <1$--<:io<:i 
{ tV+.,~~.,._q.Y<-~q.oss · MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING 
V ~.,._q.q.'\i:t- .._~Q 
<::j"'q.\ 
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-e-ballers t!Jre>W' gaDle' 'a.Way. DOmino's · Pizz-~ · 
Sports·.Ouiz 
1) He was NBA Coach of the Year with the Cleveland 
Cavaliers and the Boston Celtics. Name him; 
\ ' \ 
2) Who was horse racing's first undefeated Triple Crown 
winner? 
3) Who had the lowest ERA in the major leagues· in the 
1980's? (based on a minimum of an average of 160 
innings a &eason) 
4} Who were the four lineman who made up the 
~ttsburgh Steelers famoU:s -·"Steef ·Curtain"? 
5) What boxing brothers won gold medals at the 1976 
Olympic Games? 
6) Name the three players, in order, -to get the most hits 
in the major leagues in the 1980's. 
7) What NBA center scored more than 20,000 points in 
his career but never was selected to the first or 
second All-Star teams? 
8) Wade Boggs had the highest batting average (.352) 
for the l 980's. Tony Gwynn was second for the 
decade with a .332 mark. Who hit for the third best 
batting average in the 1980's (based on a minimium of 
· 400 plate· appearences per season)? 
9) Name the only coach to win an NFL and an AFL 
championship. 
Bonus (3 points) 
What quarterback led his. teams' to the Rose Bowl, the 
Grey Cup and the Super· Bowl? 
~ompiled by Adam Berg 
-~ Answers fr;,om.11/19 
1) Mel Hein, center 
2) Aristid~s -
3) Elroy Face - 18-1 in 1959 
-4) Neil Cohalan . 
5) Davei Johnson, 43 homenms in 1973 
6) Lee J ouglard . 
7) 2- 1924 Dazzy Vance, Brooklyn 
Rogers_ Hornsby, St. Louis 
8) 8 seconds 
9) Jim Hines, 1968 . , 
Bonus - 13 players, 4 non-players (if only players are 
listed it will be marked correct) 
Players: Sam Baugh, E~rl Clar:k,, "Red Grange" 
George Halas, Mel Hein, Wilbur Henry 
Cal Hubbard, Don Hutson, Earl Lambeau, · 
· John McNally, Bronko Nagurski, 
Ernie Nevers, Jim Thorpe 
Non-Players: Bert Bell, Joe Carr, Tim Mara, 
· George Marshall 
Squad ·does surprisingly:.well tn· Fleet Classic 
By :Jeeith D. Rogers _· ment games," UNH -~oach Jim UNH was . able to stay within 
TheUNHhoopteamlooked Boylan said, "but we must be four points of the Fraits, ·44- • 
ready to "1\Jrn Things Around" careful not to be content with 40, until there was buf 7: 19 to 
with two promising showings · just being able to compete.We play in the gaJ11e. 
at the Fleet · Classic in Provi- must strive to win." Carpenter became the first 
denoe. But . at home against If it weren't for major foul Wildcattofottloutofthegame. 
Ha1Vard Tuesday night, they trouble in the . second. · half . . Carpenter was soon joined on 
instead turned things over. against Providence, the Wild- the tiench by teammates Eric 
The squad committed 29 cats might have beat the Friars. Thieleti, '$:pitale, and Bryant 
·turnovers as they . were The game began sloppily Davis. 
trounced by Ha1Vard 94-74 at withmanyturnoversduepartly UNH committed 27 per-
Lundholm Gymnasium. to tigp.t defense and partly to sonal fouls in the second half 
In this . game, a _ different ,. poor play. Providence· scored and Providence connected on 
JlNH sq,uad~-showed, up than first on an ins(de"shoi by 6'11" 28 of ·36 foul shot . attempts. 
the one' that played in the two Abdul .Sbamsid-Deen, and it This, along with ?- few more 
games ofthe Fleet Classic. The appeared that the Friar's supe- Providence three pointers, 
Wildcats were, unable to get rior height adv~~ge. \\'.'C>uld be accounted for the . seemingly 
into their set offense because too much for UNH to handle. lopsided score of 70-49.Davis 
of extreme. pressure put on the Hewever, the combination of a and ·sophomore Bob Cummins 
ball by the Crimson. Most of swarmingdefense,ledbynewly played well at the point guard 
their . turnovers · led directly to named captain Kefth Carpen- position for UNH, and they 
Hatvard baskets. ter, and inspired play by the might be able to fill the void left 
UNH'slonebrightspotwas· big men kept UNH close by the graduation of Derick 
' the play of forward Joe Spitale throughout the firs_t half. . Counts. 
who was six of nine from the UNH went into the locker UNH played Jacksonville 
field and four of five from the room at halftime trailing by in the consolation game of the 
free throw lirie. just three, 24-21, and the toumamentonSaturdaynight · 
Harvard showed a bal- mostly Providence crowd. let and again played well despite 
anced attack led by forward their team know of their dis- losing 57-49. · . 
Ralph Jones with 19 points pleasure with loud booing. The Dolphins won this 
· and by four other players who The crowd was also upset , game down the stretch with 10 . 
scored in double figures. at the start of the second half, of 12 free throw sho_oting in the 
' The Wildcats olaved de- h11t for a different reason, the last five minutes. 
cently in the first half, trailing· officiating. The Friar's Conlon This time the Wildcats were 
by seven 39-32, but in the was called for an intentional in the game from beginning to 
· second half their mistakes foul when he attempted to stop end against a team that has a 
caught up with them as Har- Carpenter on a breakaway lay- ,good chance of making ·the 
vard began to hit their shots; . up. C~nter hit-the two foul NCAA tournament. · 
The Crimson's second half shotf? and UNH retained . pos- UNH's big men matched 
shooting percentage was a session of the ball. up much better with the 
phenomerial 65.4 percent. Freshman Pat Manor gave Dolphin's than they did with 
Botlt teamstookthefr'sliare ·- uNB it's only lead of the game :...:·the .. Friar&, 'and/ subsequently 
oftri-fedors with H~ard hit- with 18:26 left in the second the 'Cats committed fewerper-
tirrg sixof 16 and UNH hitting halfwhenhehittwofreethrows sonal fouls. Thielen had · an 
just four of 14. ' to make the sc~re 25-24. · exceptional game scoring a 
UNH had a 37-31 edge on · The Friar's Chris Watts hit game high 22 points on 11 of 
the boards·. his first of thr~e second half · 19 shooting from the field. 
Fleet Classic three pointers and was fouled Manor chipped in with 13 
In the Fleet · Cfassfc, the in the ·process; Watts hit the · points for the Wildcats. 
·catssurprisedmanywtththeir free · throw to complete a sel- Jacksonvillewasledby6'8" 
. ability to hang tough agairist a . dom seen four point play, and. Reggie Law withl6 points and 
Providence club which last year · Providence once again took the 6'9" Dee Brown with 13. 
made a trip to the NCAA tour- lead. 'The Wildcat's next game is 
nament. The hoop squad also Then the game began to December 5 against the Brown 
d d -'- get _physical as Prov. idence BearsatthePizzitolaCenteron tume in an a equate peuorm-
ance against Jacksonville, but began to work the ball down the campus of Brown Univer-
still }ost57-49. low and the Wildcats were · sity . . The next home game is 
"We were happy with the forced to foul. against Dartinouth.on Decem- · 
teams effort in the two touma.:. Despite numerous fouls, . ber 12 at 5:30 p.m. 
She shoots and scores! (Ben Frazier photo) 
/ 
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The women's swim team lost to Dartmouth by five points. (photo by Don Carlson) ·. 
Hoop splits a pair 
Dorsch scores 28 again~t URI· 
By Kevin Gray 
If Deb Dorsch plays like 
she did Tuesday night in Rhode 
Island, the UNH women's bas-
ketball team will not miss Kris 
Kinney one bit. 
The 'Cats, however, lost 
their opener to Holy Cross last 
Sunday. 
The Wildcats broke into the 
win column Tuesday night with 
a victory on the road against 
the Rams. Senior Dorsch lead 
the way with a career-high 28 
points, including four three-
poin'ters while · directing the 
'Cats to a 67-56 victory. 
"This was probably one of 
.the best perfonnantes in her 
' career," said coach Kathy San-
born. "Whenever the momen-
tum would start to change, Deb 
[Dorsch} came through with a 
big hoop to keep us ahead." 
UNH went into the half 
retaining an eight point advan-
tage and would refuse to relin-
quish it. Playing a tough woman 
to woman defense, UNH took 
Rhode Iislandoutoftheiroffen-:-
sive on several occasions only 
to capitalize on the other end. 
. Shelley Fitz was the predonii-
riant force on defense. "She 
· was again our key defe~sive 
stopper," stated Sanborn. 
Laura Seiden assumed a 
·starting ·_ role and responded 
with 13 points including an 
array of baseline jump shots. 
"We played real well, we worked · 
together an~ played a solid 
defensive game, .. said the fresh-
man forward. · 
Team rebounding helped 
UNH maintain control of the 
game as freslpnan Karyn 
McCoy came off the bench to 
provide a spark with nine 
boards. 
ing against highly regarded 
Holy Cros_s. Despite the 80-62 
loss, several positive aspects 
· were evident throughout the 
game as Sanborn was quick to 
·adintt. 
"I'm very pleased with our 
r perfonnance," said Sanborn. 
"The team was poised and 
confident and not a bit intimi-
dated by them," 
There was certainly much 
to be pleased abou't. UNH 
played superb basketball until 
midway intp the second half 
when Holy Cross took control 
of the game. Along the way, 
UNH proved to possess a deep 
team, as the bench scored 19 . 
points and made an immediate 
impact upon entering the game. 
"'The freshmen came in and 
contributed right away," said 
Fitz. "Overall we played well 
but the score sure didn't show 
it." 
PlayingwithoutKinney, the 
past franchise player and stel-
lar scorerwhowas lost to gradu-
ation, UNH displayed a bal-
anced scoring attack as tri-
captains Fitz netted 14 and 
Dorsch added 1,3 . 
The "floor general" and 
point guard Julie Donlon hit 
for eight points as she showed 
her court sawy driving and 
dishing out seven assists along 
-the way. Tri-captain Rita Mc-
Caroll' and McCoy lead the 
bench scoring attack combii:i-
ing for 14. 
In the second half; the Wild-
cats went cold. from the ·t1oor 
and shot a measly 29 percent 
while Holy <;:;ross hit six for six 
from three-point land and had 
several easy shots off their up-
tempo transition game . . 
the ball up the court for some 
easy hoops," Sanborn sai,d. "We 
didn't do a good job in offense ,. 
to defenst transitfon," 
· With the loss of · Kinney, 
this year's team tealizes the 
key will be a total grol:J.p effort. 
So _far this attack ,has. been 
evfdent. · 
"In the past we've centered 
around one player [Kinney], this 
year we have a lot of equally 
distributed talent. Ourplaywill 
be more of a full team effort," 
said Dorsch. 
One of the Wildcats' strong_-
est polrits will be the play of an 
experienced backcourt with 
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Hockey ties 
Providence, 2-2 
Friars _score in last 
minute of regulation 
By Rob Heenan · · At the 2:32 mark .of the 
PROVIDENCE, RI For the second period; . Aiken Jook a 
second time this season, the rising slap shot from the top of 
UNH men's hockey team saw a the left-hand circle that went 
victory tum into a tie in the last over goaltender Matt Merten's 
mfnute of play. glove and ipto the top comer of 
With 47 seconds remain- the net. Mark McGinri and 
ing, Providence defenseman David MacIntyre got assists on 
Jeff Robison beat goaltender the play. 
Pat Morrison (43 saves and Eleven minutes later,_ the 
number one star) to tie the .'Cats struck again. Scott.Mor-
score 2-2. The shot came from row picked up a pass from Joe 
the right-hand circle and we,nt Flanagan. Morrowmaneuvered 
off Morrison's pad .and up intp arounddefensemanPaulSaun-
the net. · dercook and beat Merten with 
"I talked to Pat [Morrison] a wrist shot high to his glove 
and after the _way he played," side. 
said coach Bob Kullen. "He. The Friars came back to-
thought that he should have cut the lead to one when Bob 
had it." Cowan tipped in a shot from 
The 'Cats have a 1-0-2 in JeffSerowik. Morrison had no 
Hockey East. Despite the fact chance as the tip went through 
that all of their league -games his legs. 
have been on the road, the , The_score was the seventh 
'Cats are the only undefeated - shortanded goal given· up by 
team in the conference. UNH this season. 
The teams played a score- In' the first period, New 
less five minute overtime. UNH Hawpshire did have its scoring 
was outshot 5-1 in the extra opportunities, but was unable 
session and 14-3 in the third to convert them. 
period. , -Flanagan had a breaka-
"I was very pleased · with way seven minutes . into the 
our overall effort," Kullen said. contest but Merten poked thtr 
"It's J~st a fact of life," Kullen - puck off his stick before a shot 
said. "Thatwhenyougetahead could be attempted. . 
of a good team like Providence, The 'Cats also had a 5-3 
you tend to play a little m.ore man advantage but couldn'.t 
defensive and the shots don't score on it for the second con-
come." secutive game. 
The 'Cats took a 2-0 lead in On SaturdaY, December 2 
the second period with goals the 'Cats will host Lowell at 
from David Aiken and Scott Snively Arena. 
Morrow. 
The UNH women's basket-
ball team opened U:p their sea-
son Sundaywithastrong show-
"We had a good shot selec-
tion but they just weren't fall-
ing. Meanwhile, Holy Cross got 
the quick outlet and pushed Minnesota shutout the, 'Ca~ Saturday Night , 4-0. (Mike Parnham photo) 
